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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 3)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - Large Chocolate "Prize Medal of the Exhibition" (marked on edge) in a stand up
display holder. The medal is in high relief..Obverse of the medal pictures the bust of Victoria
and Albert with "Victoria D:G: Brit. Reg F:D: Albertus Princeps Conjux." Around the edge
and "MDCCCLI" at the bottom. In small letters next to the year is "W. Wyon R.A." on the left
and "Royal Mint." on the right. Reverse: A seated woman with a wreath on her head and
wearing draped cloths is placing a wreath on the head of a woman kneeling before her. There
are 4 women standing and watching. In the background are a small bust, a machined gear and
other objects. Around the top edge is "Dissociata Locis Concordi Pace Ligavit". At the bottom
is small letters is "Leonard. C:Wyon. Des:& SC: Royal Mint. London." On the edge of the
medal, along with the Prize information is "B. B. Kirtland. Class III." The frame has brass legs
and a brass edge. In the center it is felt with a hole for the medal to fix. A very beautiful
medal. Size: Medal is 3" diameter and just over 1/" thick. The frame is 6" tall by 5 7/16" wide.
Condition: The medal is Excellent with the exception that there are 3 narrow grooves in the
edge of the medal which I believe were used to anchor the medal into the frame (it fits in the
hole tight, but may fall out if turned on its side).
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 150

Lot # 2 - Round Pin holder with raised image of the Crystal Palace in the center and 3 raised
circles around the center (the pins slide in below) with writing on each circle. The outer circle:
"Peace on Earth and Good Will to Men", " Payton & Iles London and Birm Iles's". Next in
circle "Exhibition Pins of All Nations", "1851". The inner circle reads: " The Crystal Palace
London". It is made out of pressed paper or cardboard. Size: 2 9/16" diameter. Condition:
Very Fine with some wear to letters and a crack or crease. I consider this to be in amazing
condition considering how fragile this piece really is. Most of the pins are still in it.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 3 - Book: "Glimpses and Gatherings in London and the Great Exhibition", by "W. A.
Drew". 404 pages tell the story of (from the inside title page) "Glimpses and Gatherings
during a Voyage and Visit to London and the Great Exhibition in the Summer of 1851", "by
William A. Drew, Commissioner of the State of Maine." Published by Homan & Manley,
Boston: Abel Tompkins, 1852. Size: 7 15/16" high by 5 3/16" wide. Condition: Very Fine
with some brown staining on the pages a bit of fading on parts of the cover.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (4 to 5)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 4 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Center picture in high relief of the building woth
"Exhibition of the Industry of all Nations." Above and "New York 1853" below. In tiny
writing at the bottom is "Carstensen & Gildemiester Architects". Reverse: Pictures the globe
in the center (with "Europe" and "Africa" in the center of the globe) surrounded by 4 woman
with bubbles around them. The woman at the top has many manufactured items and wheat
shafts next to her. The woman on the left is holding wheat. The woman on the right is holding
fruit in her hands. The one at the bottom has African features and is holding an elephant tusk.
Size: 2 7/8" diameter by 1/4" thick. Condition: Very Fine with light wear on the reverse and
overall very light age toning.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 350

$ 100

Lot # 5 - Chocolate Medal. Obverse: 3 drapes figures, one with a crown, one with wings and
one kneeling on the ground. In very small letters on the lower left is "J.A. Oertel Del:".
Underneath the image in small letters is "C. C. Wright SC.". Reverse: There is a wreath
around the edge with a shield at the bottom. In the center is "Exhibition of Industry of All
Nations. New York 1853." Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: The image and detail is
Extremely Fine but there is a spot of corrosion on the Obverse and discoloration around the
image. Overall the piece has age toning.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 100

Category: 1862 London International Exposition (6 to 6)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 6 - High Relief Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Bust of Queen Victoria in center with
"Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria." around the edge. At bottom in tiny letters is
"Ottley Birm" Reverse: Image of the exhibition building with a winged person flying over it.
At top is written "The International Exhibition in the 25th year of the Reign of Queen
Victoria." Underneath the building is "Opened 1st May 1862.", "Designed by Captain Fowker.
E.", "Erected by Messrs Kelk and Lucus." Size: 2 9/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent++ with
a bright finish (my reflection is in the photo of the reverse).
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 30

Category: 1867 Paris International Exposition (7 to 9)
Picture

Description
Lot # 7 - White Medal. Obverse: Bust of "Napoleon III Empereur". The designer's name "C.
Trotin" is written in small letters under the bust. Reverse: In the center is a building with
"Exposition Universelle Paris 1867". Around the edge are 27 coat of arms with the country
name above them. Size: 1 1516" diameter. Condition: Fine with overall wear, many dings on
the rim and age toning.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50
Lot # 8 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Image of woman holding wreath with 2 children
sitting at her side. In the back is a train on a trestle, a gear and other small objects. Around the
top edge is "Sciences. Arts. Agriculture. Commerce. Industrie". In tiny writing at the bottom is
"Brondelet F." Reverse: In the center is written "L'Exposition Universelle 1867 Regne de
Napoleon III", "Paris". Around the edge is a circular design with "Europe", "Asie", "Afrique",
"Amerique", and "Oceanie". Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few
spots of darkening on the obverse.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50
Lot # 9 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Bust of "Napoleon III Empereur". Near the bottom in small
letters is the designer's name "H Ponscarme F". Reverse: Around the edge is written
"Exposition Universelle De MDCCCLXVII A Paris". In the center is a winged woman with a
swirling scarf. She is above the world and she is holding what appears to be plans for the main
building at the fair. On the rim edge is written in small letters is "OUIVRE" Size: 2" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

$ 15

$ 25

Category: 1873 Vienna International Exposition (10 to 10)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 10 - Silver Colored Medal. Obverse: Pictures a seated woman in a cap with shield in her left
hand and a small statue of a winged victory in her right hand. Around the edge is written "Dem
Verdienste", "Seine Krone !". In tiny letters under the image is "Th. Hansen Inv.", "F. Schmahlfeld.
Fec.", "V. Christesen.". Reverse: Pictures the main exhibition building with 2 griffins in the sky with
"FJI" in a shield with a crown between them. Below the building is "Weltausstellung 1873 Wein." In
tiny letters at the bottom is "F.S.". Size: 2 1/16" diameter. Condition: Except for one rim nick and
slight age toning this medal is Excellent. This is a rare medal from a very rare fair.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Category: 1873 London Exhibition (11 to 11)
Picture

Description
Lot # 11 - Brass Plated Medal. Obverse: Raised bust of "Albert Edward Prince of Wales President".
Reverse: Building with courtyard in the front and "MDCCCLXXIII" below. Around the edge is
"London Annual International Exhibition of All Fine Arts Industries and Inventions". Size: 2 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear to all the high raised portions, such that the underlying
metal is exposed.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

Minimum
Bid

$ 15

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (12 to 47)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 12 - Cloth kite "A.J. Whitcomb's Pocket Folding Kite, Arcade, Utica, N.Y."; printed in center
is eagle and Main Exhibition Building; wooden frame and 40" blue and cream tail Size: 26" x 17"
Condition: Fair - staining, folds and loss of right side tassel; delicate handling required
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 150

Lot # 13 - Tinted lithograph "Bird's Eye View, Centennial Buildings" w/train station in foreground;
key in lower left corner; published by H.J. Toudy & Co. Condition: Very Good, Very good - minor
loss of color along left edge
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 300

$ 50

Lot # 14 - Frosted glass bust of Abraham Lincoln; "Centennial Exhibition/Gillinder & Sons"
embossed along back; "A Lincoln" embossed along the front Size: 6" x 3.5" Condition: Good - .25"
chip missing from left eyebrow, smaller chip to right eyebrow, small chip from back of head; minor
dings to surface
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 15 - Pair of buttons each picturing "Independence Hall" with "1876" below. They are on a card
that is not marked. Size: Each button is 11/16" diameter with about 5/16" deep. The card is 1 15/16"
wide by 1 1/ 2" high. Condition: Buttons are Extremely Fine with overall age toning (a bit dark).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 16 - Gold colored metal charm in the shape of a weight; "The Immortal 56 Signers" "In
Declaration 1776" "The Illustrious 56 Signers" "The Centennial 1876". Size: .75" x .75" x .75"
Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 17 - Small round gold colored metal charm; front "Independence Hall" above image of Hall;
reverse "Liberty Bell". Size: .5" diam. Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 18 - Pair of tortoise cuff links with sterling silver inlaid design of "Art Gallery 1876" 1 price
for both. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - a: some signs of inlay lifting and being reglued; b:
mint
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 19 - Metal belt buckle embossed with image of "Art Gallery 1776 1876" Size: 2" x 3.25"
Condition: Very good
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 20 - Brass colored metal pin of figural eagle holding olive branches and arrows; cream colored
ribbon attached with gold star decoration and George Washington profile in center and Liberty Bell
at bottom "1776 1876". Size: 3" x 1.5" Condition: Fair - ribbon is frayed and torn
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 21 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with portrait of George Washington in center, eagle and
shield "These united colonies are and of right ought to be free and independent states" Size: 6.5" x 2"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 22 - Centennial Stevensgraph ribbon with "Women's Pavilion, International Exhibition 1876";
black on white background; square; fringe on top and bottom Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Fair some staining.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 23 - Framed silk Stevensgraph Ribbon with George Washginton in center; Art Gallery beneath
it; steamship, train and goods at bottom Condition: Very Good, Some yellowing and wear; old frame
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 40

Lot # 24 - White cotton quilt top made of 15 squares with brown image of Memorial Hall Art
Gallery in center, red border and white stars; comprised of three individual strips across each of 5
squares down; 12" pattern border on left and right sides Condition: Good - 6 areas of light staining;
no holes or tears
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 40

Lot # 25 - White cotton printed square with brown image of Memorial Hall Art Gallery in center and
blue border with white stars; finished edges Condition: Good - some light staining
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 26 - White and brown cotton pillow cover or handkerchief w/Art Gallery, Main Bldg., &
Horticultural Bldg in center; Greek key border w/Washington and Grant portrait in top corners;
finished edges Condition: Good, Good - faint blue bleeding from another object
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 27 - Small wood bowl w/image of Main bldg in center Condition: Good, Darkening and small
scratches near center.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 28 - Clear footed glass with molded linear design with "1876" "1776" embossed in stars in
center. Condition: Very good - light use wear throughout; large scratch-type imperfection in glass
through center (inside glass)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 29 - Hardcover Booklet: "Visitors' Guide to the Centennial Exhibition and Philadelphia"; foldout map inside front (Philadelphia) and back covers (Expo grounds); 48 p. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 30 - Small blue booklet with gold accents hardcovered booklet "Centennial
Exhibition/Philadelphia MDCCCLXXVI" with one fold-out with twelve connected pages of sepia
tone drawings of the Centennial exhibition buildings as well as important U.S. Revolutionary-era
landmarks. Logo is embossed on front cover "In Commemoration of the Hundredth Anniversary of
American Independence 1876." Attached inside the back cover is a 16 page description and short
history of the buildings pictured in the book. Printed by Philip Frey & Co. Condition: Excellent,
Light wear, mainly around the edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 31 - Small hardcover booklet "Centennial Souvenir/1876/Philadelphia" with maroon cover.
Contains 14 black and white engravings of exhibition buildings, each labeled in English, German and
French. Inside the back cover is a map of the exhibition grounds. Copyrighted by Osthreimer Bros.
Condition: Very Good, Pages are yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 32 - Color Trade Card and Envelope. Trade card has images of Art Gallery, Agricultural Hall,
Main Bldg, Machinery Hall, Horticultural Hall with blank space in the center. The Envelope is from
McCalla & Stavely in the Machinery Hall Condition: Very Good - slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20
Lot # 33 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the sculpture, "The Birth Of Cupid."
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 34 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the sculpture "The First Step."
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of edge statins.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 35 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the sculpture "The Forced Prayer."
Painting visable in background. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition
1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size:
7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, damage to upper left corner - not in image and overall
soiling.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$7

$7

$5

$4

$5

$2

Lot # 36 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the sculpture, "The Forced Prayer." Star
in lower left hand corner. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876."
Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7"
wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, there is a tear in the right side image.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 37 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the sculpture "The Forced Prayer."
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Fine, staining around edges and on the back.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10
Lot # 38 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image featuring the Italian Section's sculptures, mostly
with children as the subject. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876."
Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7"
wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, some soiling on the image and edges.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10
Lot # 39 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Italian Department's sculptures.
Features the sculpture "Out In The Rain." A white star is in the lower left hand corner of stereoview.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in ... Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very
Fine, damage to bottom right corner - not in image.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 40 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Italian Department's sculptures.
Features sculptures of children in front of paintings. Stereoview has no name. "Centennial
Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the
information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine,
a little fading of the image.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 41 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Italian Department's Memorial Hall
Annex. Features sculptures of children in front of paintings. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/
International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, some corner
damage upper right - not in image.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 42 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Art Annex's Italian section. Features
sculptures of children in front of paintings. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International
Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in
gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 43 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Art Annex's Italian section. Features
sculptures of children in front of paintings. Sculptures include "Birth of Cupid," and "The Forced
Prayer." "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of
stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ... Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 44 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the Art Annex's Italian department.
Features sculptures of children in front of paintings. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/
International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the
photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, Light wear
around the edges.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 45 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the America Art Gallery. Ladies
surrounding a large Bison, close up. "Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition
1876." Reverse side of stereoview features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size:
7" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good - Fine, it has a fold down the center that has cracked
the backing.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8

$1

$3

$3

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

$4

$2

Lot # 46 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of the America Art Gallery. Features
varous sculptures including ladies surrounding a large Bison, a horse head, and some busts.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine, Light wear around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 47 - Stereoview with Sepia tone photo image taken of carved beds in the Chinese Section.
"Centennial Photographic Co. Philad'a/ International Exhibition 1876." Reverse side of stereoview
features the information for the photographic co. in gold ink. Size: 7" wide by 4 1/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine, Light wear and soiling around the edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

$5

Category: 1889 Paris Universal Exposition (48 to 50)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 48 - Reverse Painted glass Candle Guard. The top pictures the Eiffel Tower and other buildings
with "Exposition Universelle" above it. On the left is "1789" and on the right is "1889". At the
bottom is a picture of a Castle (the Bastille?). There is a red metal dot affixed to it (at 2 o'clock). This
item was designed to be placed at the bottom of a candle so that the dripping wax would not drop to
the table. Size: 3 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a little background paint missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 49 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Pictures the Eiffel Tower and other famous historical structures
including the Pyramid, the Arc de Triumphe, Washington Monument and more with a list of the
structures and their heights in meters (showing that the Eiffel Tower is the tallest). Around the tower
are the dates of construction. Reverse: Indicates that this is a souvenir of climbing the tower:
"Souvenir de mon ascension au sommet de La Tour Eiffel" (souvenir of my ascension to the top of
the Eiffel Tower) , "1889" with a place for the name of the person (not filled in). In tiny writing on
the bottom is "Usine Metallurgique Parisienne". Size: 1 5/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with
wear to the surface finish and a little rim damage.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 50 - Brass Medal that was made to hang on a chain. Obverse: Pictures in the center the Eiffel
Tower with other exposition buildings behind it. Around the edge is "Exposition Universelle", "6
Mai" (May 6). Reverse: Center pictures a man standing on a table surrounded by a crowd of people
with "20 Juin" (June 20) written below. Around the edge is "Centenaire de la Revolution Francaise"
(Centennial of the French Revolution). The dates "14 Juillet" and "4 Aout" (July 14 and August 4)
are on the side of the picture. The top of the medal has an attached piece with a hole and a loop in it
for hanging (as made). Size: 1 9/16" diameter ( 1 3/4" high with the attached hanging piece).
Condition: Extremely Fine with light overall age toning a a little darkening at the bottom of the
reverse.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 12

$ 15

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (51 to 155)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description
Lot # 51 - Sterling Silver Directors Medal, Eglit #408 (Rulau #M1). Hallmarked on the edge with
"Sterling". Obverse: Civilization on winged car, nude woman, holding cornucopia and going toward
the setting sun. The designer's name "Vedder" is in small letters. Also "1893" is on the left side.
Reverse: Inscribed "To Elbridge G. Keith One of the Directors of the World's Columbian Exposition
from its President, Harlow Higinbotham Chicago 1893". The name "Elbridge G. Keith" is engraved.
According to Eglit, this is one of 45 medals created for the directors (Eglit notes that there may have
been a few more, up to 50 issued). Considered very rare and a must for every serious WCE collector.
Size: 2 1/2 diameter. Weight: 5 ounces. Condition: Extremely Fine with many light surface scratch
marks from being cleaned.
Estimate: $ 750 - $ 1,000
Lot # 52 - Gold Dollar Coin Holder. This coin holder has 2 sections for 2 1/2 dollar gold pieces and 2
sections for 5 dollar gold pieces. It is made of a silvered brass and each compartment is spring
loaded. This is a Very Rare version of the coin holder, the change holder is more common (and it is a
rare item as well). It is interesting to note that each section looks like a stack of coins. The top of
each coin section has a different image: Bust of Columbus with "Christopher Columbus Chicago
U.S.A. 1892", another has a Caravel with "Sta Maria", another "Exposicion Universal Chicago
1893", the last has "1492 1892" writen on it. Where the coins are inserted, 2 holders have a trade
mark for "Magic", the maker and the number "5". The other 2 holders have "2 1/2" on them. Size: 2"
by 1 3/4" by 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with some silvering worn off.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500
Lot # 53 - Potato Flask with "World's Fair" embossed on one side and "1893" on the other. This flask
is made of white milk glass and is painted brown. It has the original cap. This item is rare and hard to
find in this condition. Size: 5" long by 2 7/8" wide by 1 1/2" thick. Condition: Excellent with only
the slightest of wear.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

Minimum
Bid

$ 250

$ 50

$ 75

Lot # 54 - Rare and uncommon Plate with green, gold, beige, yellow and a spot of red decoration.
The back is marked "Brown Westhead Moore & Co", "Cauldon", "England", "Pitkin & Brooks
Chicago", "World's Fair 1893" and near the edge "K 3729". Size: 9" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with wear to the gold rim and a scratch in the green decoration.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 55 - Sheet Music, "The Song of the Ferris Wheel World's Fair 1893". "Music by Geo.
Schleiffarth". "Copyrighted by The Ferris Wheel Co. Chicago ILL." This has a front cover and 4
pages of music. There is no back cover and I can't tell if there should have been or not. Colors are
blue and sepia on white. Size: 10 5/8" wide by 14 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a few small
torn out pieces on the edge of the cover, some tears and staining on the edges.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 56 - Pocket Knife with Celluloid sides. One side has an embossed picture of the Government
building with "1492" on the left and "1893" on the right. The reserve side pictures 2 ships, palm trees
and a sun rise. The knife has two blades. The bottom of one blade is marked with the maker "H S B
& Co". Size: 3 1/16" long by 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with wear and soiling (the ship side is
more worn). Both blades are broken at the ends. A rare item.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 57 - Candle with "World's Fair Chicago 1893 Compliments of Francis Baumer.". There is a
logo of a bee inside the letter B above "Syracuse N.Y.". This is a rare souvenir. Size: 4 3/4" tall plus
length of the wick by 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine and Unused. Only slight damage, a
dent or 2, to the candle.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100
Lot # 58 - Musical spinner toy. Wind up this tin lithographed disk on strings attached at the middle
(not included) and pull it and it whistles. One side pictures Columbus in the middle with "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago" around his head and around the edges are the "Government
Building", "Landing of Columbus", "Globe" and "Santa Maria". On the other side are pictures of
children. Size: 3 1/4" diameter by 7/8" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with some fading to the
lithography.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125
Lot # 59 - Vegetable Ivory (bone) letter opener with Stanhope picturing "The Administration
Building", "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Inside the top section are piece of a pen,
but I am not sure how this would convert to a pen. Size: 9 1/16" long by 1/2" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with some age toning. The Stanhope has a clear image and writing with only slight
edge wear (probably as made).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

$ 40

$ 20

Lot # 60 - Metal Plaque with picture of the bust of "Columbus" in circle at top, Landing Scene in the
center with "1492" underneath and at the bottom the pier and a building from the Columbian Expo
with "1892" underneath. There are some plant leaves around the edge. There are 4 holes in the
plaque where it maybe attached to something. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 7" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine with overall age darkening.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 61 - Columbia Pattern flatware Turtle Shell Spoon made for the World's Columbian Exposition
by Rogers Bros. This spoon is part of a set of flatware made for the Fair. On page 494 of "The
Official Directory of the World's Columbian Exposition." W. B. Conkey Company publishers to the
World's Columbian Exposition 1893 the following advertisement appears: Rogers & Brothers of
Waterbury, Conn & New York produced the "Columbia" pattern Made and named in honor of the
World's Columbian Exposition. "We invite especial (sic) attention to our ...Exhibit... Building for
Manufacturers and Liberal Arts. Section N. Block 1, No. 12." Size: 5 3/4" long by 1 3/8" wide.
Condition: Very Fine with overall tarnish.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 62 - Reverse Glass Stand Up with multicolor image of "Mines and Mining Building". The
image pictures the building in the center with green lawn in the foreground and blue sky above. The
image is contained in an aluminum frame that has a design hammered into it and a stand attached to
the back. Size: Image is 3 1/2" diameter. Stand up is 6 7/8" high by 4 5/8" wide. Condition: The
reverse glass image is Extremely Fine, the frame is Fine with lots of wear to the surface.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 20

Lot # 63 - Brass dish with reverse painted picture of "Government Building Chicago Exhibition
1893". Size of the dish is 4 inches in diameter and 3/4 of an inch high. The reverse glass portion is 2
7/8 inches in diameter. Condition: Fine, The brass has some dents. The reverse painting has some
discoloration on the bottom right edge and a few flakes in the sky. The picture of the building is
bright.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 64 - Lidded Gold Toned Box in the shape of a stack of coins. Top of box pictures Columbus.
Around bust "Christopher Culumbus", "1492 Chicago USA 1892". Size: 1" tall by 1 1/4" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with age toning and lid stays slightly open.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 65 - Brass Cigarette Lighter with medal attached to the side that has Columbus' bust in the
center and around the edge is "World's Columbian Exposition 1893". The top has a cover that flips
up to expose the wick. Size: 1 7/8" tall by 1 1/8" wide by 7/16" thick. Condition: Very Fine. It is not
working, but it seems that if you put in a new flint and fluid that it would light right up.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

Lot # 66 - Brass Bracelet with 7 medallions each with a picture on one one of each medallion. The
pictures are (left to right): a country building, Santa Maria, Spread Wing Eagle, the center medallion
has a picture of "Machinery" building and has "Exhibition 1893" at the top, Spread WIng Eagle, bust
of "Christoforo Columbo" "1492", and the Government building. Between the medallions are 2
connectors (links) with a flower design on the top. Size: 8" (overall length). Medallion diameter is
3/4" each. Condition: Fine with age toning and one link is missing. Still quite rare.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45
Lot # 67 - Glass paperweight with multicolor image of the "Mines and Mining Building". Also
marked "World's Columbian Exposition 1893" at the top of image. Size: 4" long, 2 1/2" wide and
3/4" thick. Condition: Fine with some image loss on the left edge, image damage (looks like a maker
flaw) in the dead center and scuffing on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$ 12

$ 15

$5

Lot # 68 - Round Advertising Mirror. This mirror has a lead edge and one side, covered in glass, has
writing "Model Ranges and Heaters. Spicer Stove Company. Providence, R.I.". In center "World's
Best at World's Fair Chicago 1893". The other side has the mirror. Size: 2" diameter. Condition:
Very Good with damage to the outer metal ring which is broken and damaged. The background of
the writing is faded and the mirror has few scuffs, but the mirror is very acceptible for its age.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 69 - Footed and Lidded Pot Metal Box. In bright cut on the top with a floral design is "World's
Fair 1893", and "M. Clancy". On the bottom is written "Osborn & Co. Lancaster, PA.", etc. The
sides are a filagree design. Size: 6" wide, 3 3/4" deep and stands 1 3/4" high. Condition: Good, the
silver plating has disappeared over time and it is slightly bent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 70 - Libby Cup and Saucer in the Sunflower Pattern. Dish is marked "World's Columbian
Exposition 1893" in raise writing on the bottom. Cup is marked "World's Fair 1893" in raised writing
on the bottom. Size: Cup: 3 1/4" (lip to edge of handle) by 1 3/4" tall. Saucer 3 3/4" diameter.
Condition: Near Mint, no chips or damage (and tiny chips are very common in these pieces).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 71 - Columbian Coin Glass Sauce Dish with 6 frosted medallions of "1492 Christopher
Columbus 1892" and "Americus Vespucius" and the coat of arms of the United States and Spain.
Size: 4 5/16" diameter by 1 3/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 20

Lot # 72 - Multicolor plate picturing the "Administration Building" "World's Fair Chicago". The
administration building is in the middle with other buildings pictured on both sides of it. Size: 4 3/4
inches wide by 4 1/2 inches high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear to the image of the
Administration building.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 73 - Small Cup & Saucer with black transfer on white china of "The Government Building",
"World's Exposition, Chicago 1893" pictured on both pieces. (These are slightly larger than the
Demitasse size.) Each piece is marked "England" on the bottom over a logo of a crown and a joined
"C W" (Wileman & Co.). Size: Saucer: 5 1/2" diameter. Cup: 2 3/4" high by 3 1/2" from end of
handle to edge of cup. Condition: Cup is Extremely Fine with slight wear to the gold. Saucer is Fine
with a chip or pop in the glaze where the edge of the cup would sit, a couple of small stains and wear
to the gold rim.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 74 - Wedgewood Plate with image of "Electrical Building. World's Columbian Exposition" in
black in the center. There is a design all around the edge. It is marked with the maker name on the
back. Size: 8 5/16" diameter. Condition: Very Good with crazing, foxing overall and roughness on
the edge.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 75 - Wedgewood Plate with image of "Agricultural Building. World's Columbian Exposition"
in black in the center. There is a design all around the edge. It is marked with the maker name on the
back. Size: 8 5/16" diameter. Condition: Good with crazing, foxing and a large chip on the back
starting from the edge
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 76 - Mother of Pearl coin purse with color transfer of Landing of Columbus scene and
"World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago 1893." underneath. The back is just shell. Inside are 2
small photos, left by one of the owners. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2 1/16" high by 1/2" deep. Condition:
Very Good with wear to the transfer.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 77 - Leather Change Purse with embossed metal top that pictures a Caravel, a landing boat
with people in it and land with "Columbus Discovering America" written underneath. A Compass is
contained in the center top. Size: 2 3/4" wide by 1 3/8". Condition: Very Good, the compass does not
work and the leather pouch is open at the seams.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 78 - Small leather change purse with raised image of the Horticultural Hall with "Exposition
Chicago" written below and "Made in Germany" in small letters. Parts of the building are colored
white. Size: 2 7/8" wide (at the widest) by 2 1/2" to the clasp. Condition: Very Fine, shows some
wear but is quite attractive.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 79 - Straight Razor with etched picture of a line of buildings and "World's Columbian
Exposition Chicago 1893" under the picture and "1492" and "1892" above the picture. The blade is
housed in a black plastic (celluloid ?). The razor was made by "H. Boker and Co", "Germany". The
back of the blade is etched "J N Thorn" Size: 6 1/4" long by 7/8" at the widest. Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 80 - Cork Screw with a sheath marked "Chicago 1893" on one side and "1492 Hail Columbia
1892" "Clough & Maconnell New York". Size: 2 3/4" long. Loop is 1" diameter. Condition: Fine
with a little age toning and wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 81 - White cotton Pillow Sham with red embroidery "Remember the World's Fair in 1893"
Condition: Good - creases; top left corner is discolored
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 82 - Woven Silk Handkerchief with image of "Machinery Hall". In the sky is "Souvenir Woven
at The World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". It is woven in blue and white. Size: 13 1/2" by
13 1/2" including the fringe. Condition: Very Good, there is a tear on the left side and spots below
the image.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 83 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #33. Obverse pictures bust of "Isabella" (name below) and around
the edge "World's Columbian Exposition 1893". Reverse: Pictures Woman's Building in the Center
with 2 hemispheres below and "1492" and a caravel in the above. Hole not original. Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 84 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #537. One side pictures "The Ferris Wheel, one of the Wonders of
the World" with the statistics of Height, Weight, Capacity around the Ferris WHeel. The other side
pictures Miss Chicago standing between flags and an eagle. Around the edge "World's Columbian
Expostion". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine with a lot of wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 85 - Bronze Medal Eglit #54. Obverse: Landing of Columbus with beaded circle all around.
Below is "Landing of Columbus 1492". Reverse: "Administration Building" in center. Around
building "Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893". Size: 2" diameter. Condition: Excellent with overall
slight darkening, a beauty.
Estimate: $ 45 - $ 65

$ 22

Lot # 86 - Aluminum Medal in original presentation box. Obverse: Administration Building is
pictured in the center. Around edge "World's Fair Chicago 1893 Administration Building". Reverse:
Image of Columbus on ship pointing. Around the edge "Columbus sighting land October 12th 1492".
Size: Medal 1 7/8" diameter. Box: 3 1/8" square by 1/2" thick. Condition: Excellent detail with a
slight age tone. The detail is unbelievable. Very Rare.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 87 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #44. Obverse: Bust of McCormick in center with inscription
above: "The Sun Never Sets on the McCormick". In outer band: "Cyrus Hall McCormick the
Inventor of the Read 1831". Reverse: the reaper in center and inscription "This medal combines
extreme lightness with extreme strength like McCormick machines." In outer band "Souvenir of the
World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893." Made by Childs, Chicago. (H&K 242) Size: 1 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Excellent with slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 88 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #430, Obverse: Beardless bust of Columbus. Around edge
"Christopher Columbus 1492-1892", Reverse: Pictures Administration Building. Around edge
"World's Columbian Expostion Administration Building". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine
with surface wear and some minor corrosion.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 89 - Small Gilded Medal, Eglit #255. Bust of George Washington with "God and Our Country"
around the bust. Reverse has the Load's Prayer in very small letters. Holed at top, probably not
original. Eglit says these were struck by Soley in Philadelphia and sold at the fair for 25 cents. Size:
1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 90 - Commemorative Half Dollar, 1892 issued by the United States Government. The first
commemorative coin ever issued by the United States Government. Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with rim ding and surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 91 - Aluminum medal, Eglit #E441A. Obverse: In center is a raised circle portion of the globe
showing North and South America on the left and Europe and Africa on the right. "Chicago" is super
imposed on portion of the globe where it is located. Around the edge is "World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, Ills. 1893". In small writing "Murdock","Cincinnati". Reverse: All writing:
"Ritchie & Dyer Co. Hamilton Ohio U.S.A.". In center: "Manuf'rs of Saw Mills, Head Blocks, Saw
Mill Dogs, Road Engines, and Stationary Engines, Pure Aluminum". Size: 1 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Would be Excellent except for a nasty Rim Ding.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 92 - White Metal Medal, Eglit # 211A. Obverse: "To Commemorate the Naval Parade" around
rim. "At New York 1893" on the bottom. Pictures Sail Boat in center, Santa Maria ?. Reverse: "U.S.
Battleship New York" around rim at top, underneath "Columbian Exposition". Pictures a Man of
War ship. Holed at top with loop attached, may be original. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine
with scratches and dings.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 93 - White metal medal Eglit # 36A. Obverse: pictures "Columbus" and "Washington" at
bottom, around the rim at top "Signing of the Declaration of Independence July 4th 1776" with
image of the signing. Eagle on shield between Columbus and Washington, center in ribbon "World's
Columbian Exposition" "1892" "1893", "Chicago" at bottom. On edge "Boldenweck & Co. Pat'd
Oct. 7 1890 - by R. Lovett". Reverse: "Discovery of America" around rim at top. In the center is a
banner with "October 1492", Below is scene of landing and pictures "Landing of the Pilgrims" "Dec.
1620". Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine with overall tarnish.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 94 - "Wisconsin" Brass hanging badge, Eglit # 471. Badge with die-cut edge has a decorative
scroll design. "Wisconsin" on the bar at top. On the badge "Souvenir" at top, "World's" above the
globe, "Columbian" in ribbon in center of globe, "Exposition" at bottom of globe. On back it is
marked "MNFD by Schwaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee. For Beck and Pager, 247 Dearborn St.
Chicago." Size: 1 5/8" at the widest, by 2 1/4 inch top to bottom. Condition: Fine with heavy age
toning on over half of surface.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 95 - Oblong shaped Aluminum Watch Fob (without ribbon). Eglit #563. Obverse: Bust of
Columbus with "World's Columbian Fair" around bust. At bottom "Chicago U.S." Reverse: Pictures
view of mining shaft and miners digging and buckets being raised to the surface. Around rim "The
Miner's Rocky Mountain Bonanza", "patent applied for". Size: 1 3/4" long by 1 5/16" wide.
Condition: Fine with light age toning and a little corrosion on the reverse. Hole at top NOT as made.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 96 - Brass Shell medal, Eglit #E525, attached to a stick pin. Bust of Columbus with "World's
Columbian Exposition" around top and "1893" at bottom. Size: 3/4" diameter and length with pin is
2 1/4". Condition: Very Good with corrosion.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 97 - Steel watch case opener. Obverse: "Compliments of Keystone Watch Company" around
edge. In center picture of globe. Reverse: inside keystone "Souvenir World's Columbian Exposition
1893" Uncommon variety with small "Phila." on map. Size: 1" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Fine
with wear on map.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 98 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Bust of Columbus. Around edge "1492 1892 Christopher
Columbus". Reverse: Eagle with Flag in center. Around edge "World Exhibition Chicago 1892-93".
Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Would be Extremely Fine except the top is clipped off.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 99 - Blackened Type Medal, similar to Eglit #135 (his is bronzed). Obverse: High relief image
of bust of "Columbus". Reverse: High Relief of "Administration Building". Around edge is "World's
Columbian Exposition, Administration Building Chicago 1893". Size: 2 5/8" Diameter by 5/16"
thick edge. Condition: Extremely Fine with a slight dent to the nose and few rim dings.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 100 - White Metal, Eglit #107. Obverse: Bust of Columbus in center in high relief. Around the
edge is figure of Indian and female figure in high relief. Around the bust "Christoforo Columbo".
Reverse: Indian on bottom, winged woman with children in sky and a tiny Administration Building
in front of setting sun. (Eglit says: "In the center is the figure of 'Civilization' surrounded by Genii.
Below and Indian Warrior.) Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with alight tin pest.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 35

Lot # 101 - Aluminum Medal not listed in Eglit but is H&K #172. Obverse: Ferris Wheel in center.
Around the edge "The Ferris Wheel". "One of the Wonders of the World". Reverse: Horticultural
Building in center. Around the edge "World's Columbian Exposition". Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Good, it is heavily worn.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 15

$2

Lot # 102 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit #501. Obverse: The Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building in
center. Below "1893". Around edge "1887 Feet Long.", "World's Fair Souvenir.", "787 Feet Wide",
"Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building". Reverse: Is all writing: "Berry Brothers Varnishes,
Established 1858, Originators and Sole Manufr's of Genuine Art Oil Finish, Detroit. Mich. U.S.A."
Around the edge "San Francisco. New York. Boston. Philadephia. Baltimore. Chicago. Cincinatti. St.
Louis." Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 103 - Aluminum souvenir Medal showing scene of Columbus landing with soldiers and globe
in background, with inscription below: "Landing of Columbus in America, Oct. 12, 1492. Pat'd Dec.
1 1891." Reverse: Scene of World's Columbian Exposition; legend above "World's Fair" and
"Souvenir." Size: 44 mm. Eglit #9 Condition: Very Good, Some wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 104 - Gilded 2 piece Stick Pin. At top is a Spread Winged Eagle. Suspended is a irregular
shaped badge with a globe in center with "Chicago" across it. Above and below "Columbian
Exposition 1893". An unusual stick pin. Size: 3" long by 2" wide at the widest. Condition: Extra Fine
with some tarnish.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 105 - Elongated Indian Head Penny. Gold Plated elongate with "Columbian Exposition 1893".
This has no stars. The light image of an 1893 penny can be seen on the back with a magnifing glass.
The hole is NOT original. Size: 1 1/4" by 3/4". Condition: Would be Extra Fine except for the hole.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 106 - Elongated Barber Dime. "Columbian Exposition 1893". This has no stars. The reverse
can not be clearly seen. Size: 1 1/8" by 7/16" Condition: Extremely Fine by tarnished.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 107 - Embossed Metal Tray with image of full figure Columbus looking at Indians in a canoe
and the WCE Fair Grounds. At top it has "The Vision of Columbus". (A novel thought.) At bottom
"1492". "1892-3". Size: 5 1/2" by 4". Condition: Very Fine with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 108 - 6 Silver plated demitasse spoons, at the top of the handle is a bust of Columbus with
"1893" above and "1492" below. On the shank of the spoon is "World's Fair City". Stamped on the
reverse side of the shank is the word "Standard" (Either Standard Manufacturing Company of
Winsted, CT or Standard Silverware Co, Boston, MA). In the bowl is a raised design of a building.
The different buildings pictured are:"Art Palace""Fisheries""Administration Building"
"Women's Building""Transportation""Machinery Hall"The spoons are contained in a felt lined
cardboard box which may or may not be original.Size: 4 1/4" long by 7/8 inch wide at widest part of
bowl. Condition Very Fine to Extremely Fine with some wear on a few and age toning on all.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 109 - Glass Magic Lantern Slide with black and white image of "Electicity Building",
"Copyrighted by C. D. Arnold" Size: 4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extra Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 110 - Glass Magic Lantern Slide with black and white image of Connecticut State Building
(hand written on edge). "copyrighted by William Garrison Reed". Condition Very Fine, slightly
faded.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 111 - Large Magazine "The Exposition Graphic Chicago". This is "Volume 1, Number 1,
October-December 1891." and is interesting because it pictures on the cover the Tower. that was
never built, along with other buildings and Columbus. Cover is also marked "Devoted to the World's
Columbian Exposition. Printed in English, German, French and Spanish." This 48 page issue is in
English, with the pictured captioned in all 4 languages. Inside are pictures of the buildings, the
Directors, Other cities and much more. This is an uncommon brand of this type of publication. Size:
15 1/2" high by 11" wide. Condition: Very Good with a lot of edge damage, some staining and a tear
of 2" or more in over half the pages.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 112 - Multicolor Lithographed Booklet of "The Chicago Art Supplements in two Parts",
"World's Columbian Exposition", "Part One". This is folio that is bound with a green string. Inside
are 12 beautiful color lithographs on heavy stock each was drawn by Graham. Size: 11 3/4" by 8 3/4"
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 45

$ 17

Lot # 113 - Hard Bound Book "The Magic City", "A Massive Portfolio of original photographic
views of the Great World's Fair". This book contains well over 100 double sided purple toned (black
& white) photos of the WCE. Size: 14" long by 11 1/2" wide and 1" thick. Condition: The binding is
separated, the contents are Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 114 - Accordian fold out of sepia toned pictures of World's Fair Buildings. The cover is red
and inside are 10 pages with 13 views of the Fair grounds including a bird's eye view. Size: Opened
is 38 1/2" long by 6 1/2" high. The cover is 3 3/4" wide by 7" high. Condition: Fine with slight spine
damage and some separation of the pictures.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 115 - Book. "Official", "The Art Gallery Illustrated, World's Columbian Exposition" on cover.
383 pages in this hard covered book. Profusely illustrated (336 engravings) and published by
"George Barrie, Philadelphia" and "Edited by Charles M. Kurtz". Size: 5 7/8" wide by 8 3/8" high by
1" thick and 383 pages. Condition: Extremely Fine with some darkening on the binding.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 116 - Illustrated booklet, script for Imre Kiralfy's play "America" - performed at the
Auditorium at the WF Condition: Fair - Both covers are separated from booklet; wear
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 117 - "The Courant Almanac, 1893", "Price 10 Cents.". "An Almanac for the year 1893 with
some pictures and information Concerning Columbus and the World's Fair. Published by The
Hasrtford Courant Co." The inside of this booklet had black and white pictures and information of all
the major buildings, foreign buildings and state buildings. There is also a brief history of World's
Fairs from 1851 to 1889 Paris Fair including Melbourne 1880 and Vienna 1873. The are many
advertisments at the end of booklet. The pages are not numbered but there are more than 50 pages.
Size: 5" wide by 8" high. Condition: Would be Very Fine except that the cover is completely
separated.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 118 - "Art Gems from the World's Columbian Exposition", "Issued by Every Saturday
Publishing Co. Baltimore, MD", "Series Number 1". This folio contains 12 single sided black and
white works of art with title and a floral color decorations on the border. Size: 11" by 8 3/4". The
image fields are 7 1/4" by 5 1/4". Condition: Contents are Extra Fine but the covers are separated,
soiled and stained.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 119 - Hardbound Accordion View Book with a red cover "Official Views World's Columbian
Fair Chicago" with picture of woman, cherub, shield and globe on the cover. Inside are 13 pictures
that would unfold to a long length except that most pages are separated. The pictures are printed in
black and light blue. Size: Book: 8 7/8" high by 5 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine except that the
pages are in 3 separate pieces (ripped apart on the folds) and are not connected to the cover.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 120 - Multicolor Die Cut Hidden Name Calling Card Cover. The card pictures "Machinery
Hall" with "My Best Wishes" printed on the bottom. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 121 - Multicolor Trade Card in the shape of a coffee cup for "Chase & Sanborn's 'Seal Brand'
Coffee", "Served Exclusively at the World's Fair". On the other side it says "For Sale by C. W.
Breitweiser & Co." This card opens to reveal 2 beautiful women enjoying a cup of coffee and a cup
of tea and the coffee tin is pictured. This card is made of a thin cardboard which is thicker than a
normal trade card. Size: closed: 4 1/4" wide by 2 13/16" high. Open it is 5 5/8" high. Condition: Very
Fine with some bends, edge damage and a little paper loss at the top of one side.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 122 - Trade Card from the "Western Electric Co.", "Chicago 1893". The beautiful multicolor
picture is of the "Sunrise" (we think this was a diarama in their exhibit). The back is blank with some
pencil writing on it "given away Columbian Expo" Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition:
Would be Very Fine except for a 1/2" tear in the middle of the right side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$4

$3

$5

Lot # 123 - "Cottolene" multicolored souvenir trade booklet with picture of "Entrance to Cottolene
Exhibit Chicago 1893" written at bottom. This is a 8 page booklet. The back of the booklet pictures a
color image of Cottolene's Trade Mark. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Extra Fine with
some separation at the spine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 124 - "Recipes used in Illinois Corn Exhibit Model Kitchen Woman's Building Columbian
Exposition Chicago 1893 by Sarah T. Rorer Author of Mrs. Rorer's Cook Book. Under the auspices
of Illinois Woman's Exposition Board" printed in brown and green on a beige background. The back
cover lists some companies who have contributed to this exhibit, including "Van Houten's Cocoa",
"Cottolene" and several others. This very rare booklet has 16 pages of recipes. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5
3/4" high. Condition: Fine with some staing on the cover and pencil scribling on both covers.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 125 - Advertising hand-out from Swift and Company, Butterine Department. The front cover
shows exhibit and inside has locations of company's exhibits at the Expo. Size: 5 15/16" x 3 1/2"
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 126 - Trade Card from "D. M. Osborne & Co. Auburn, N.Y. U.S.A." The cover pictures a
young girl holding a paper scroll with "World's Fair Souvenir" written on it. A corn field and the
"Agricultural Building." are also pictured on the cover. Open the folder and inside are 3 pictures of
their factories and information. On the back cover is a picture of "Masonic Temple. Chicago Ill.
U.S.A." Size: closed: 3 1/2" wide by 6" high. Open it is 7" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 127 - "Guarantee Certificate" from "The Holmes & Edwards Silver Co." Its a certificate for a
25 year guarantee of their products against wear. On the bottom of the front is "World's Fair Exhibit:
Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Building, Section N.". Size: Open: 9 3/4" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8
Lot # 128 - Trade Card for "The Huber Traction Engines and Threshers". The front pictures a
multicolor picture of the "Machinery Hall." The back is full of advertising information. Size: 8 3/4"
wide by 5 1/4" high. Condition: Very Good, the corners are torn and missing and there are a couple
of tears in from the edge.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

$1

Lot # 129 - Fold-out pamphlet from California Fig Syrup Co. about product and the Expo. Inside are
drawings of several buildings. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 130 - Unused piece of stationary Letterhead with bird's eye view of Expo grounds at top in red
ink Condition: Good - creased and wear from being folded, slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 131 - "H. J. Heinz Co." advertising cardboard watch fob. "Present at exhibit of H. J. Heinz Co.
Pickles & Condiments Agricultural Building Gallery Floor Sec., F and receive a novel watch charm".
On the reverse side is a keystone with "Established 1869 Heinz's Keystone Express Pittsburg, PA"
Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little edge wear and soiling.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 132 - "Souvenir Calendar and Memorandum Book", "Compliments of McCormick Harvesting
Machine Co.", "Chicago, ILL". Front cover is a multicolor picture of a bust of McCormick above a
field. On back cover is multicolor picture of the factory "The largest in the World" with 4 small
trains in front of the building. Inside covers have a picture of horse drawn equipment. Inside is a
calendar (1 month on each page with pictures) October 1893 to March 1894 info about McCormick
at the top and bottom of each of these pages. The centerfold is a "Map of the Business Portion of
Chicago". Size: 2 1/2" wide by 5" high. 20 pages. Condition: Fine, cover wear and writing on inside.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 133 - Trade Card for "Clark's O.N.T. Spool Cotton" picturing a multicolor lithograph of "The
Horticultural Hall", "Columbian Exposition". Back has information about the product. Size: 7" wide
by 4 3/4" high. Condition: Very Good with some writing on the bottom, 2 thumbtack holes near the
top and paper residue on the back from being removed from an album.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 134 - "Walter Baker & Co. Exhibition Building - Chicago 1893." Multicolor lithographed trade
card with image of their exhibit building. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, there s a
1/4" tear in the bottom.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 135 - Multicolor lithographed trade card "compliments of Montgomery Ward & Co. Chicago."
With picture of the "Agricultural Building World's Columbian Exposition 1893." There is
advertising copy on the back. Size: 5 3/ 4" wide by 3" high. Condition: Very Fine with some bending
on the corners and light soiling and some darkening on the back.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 136 - Dental Trade card with multicolor picture of "Agricultural Building" below and "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago 1893" above. At the top left corner is over-printed "Dr. G. E. Hill",
"Albany Dentist", "272 Main St. Buffalo NY". The back has info about filling and extracting teeth,
along with a picture of replacement teeth with posts. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition:
Fine because there is a tear about 7/8" long at the bottom and there is a little browning on the back
and marks where it was removed from an album (but no paper loss in those spots).
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

$1

$1

$2

$4

Lot # 137 - Stereoview of "Interior of Fine Arts Building, World's Columbian Exposition.". also
number "8659." These actual photos picture 2 interior stories with exhibits on the main floor. On the
edge is "Copyright 1894, by B. W. Kilburn." On the back is "Photographed and Published by B. W.
Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight fade to
image and a little soiling to card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 138 - Stereoview of "The Prune Knight, California Building, Columbian Exposition.". also
number "8271." These actual photos picture 2 interior stories with a large statue of a knight on a
horse in the middle (from the title I assume that the horse and knight are made of prunes). On the
edge is "Copyright 1894, by B. W. Kilburn." On the back is "Photographed and Published by B. W.
Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight fade to
image and a little soiling to card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 139 - Stereoview of "California State Exhibit, Columbian Exposition.". also number "8344."
These actual photos picture 2 interior stories with exhibits on the main floor including a statue in the
center and the prune knight on the right. On the second floor are loads of plants. On the edge is
"Copyright 1894, by B. W. Kilburn." On the back is "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn
- Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine. The bottom right corner of the card
is cracked (not in the image, but just under the corner of the image) with slight fade to image and a
little soiling to card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 140 - Stereoview of "Interior of California State Building, Columbian Exposition.". also
number "8195." These actual photos picture 2 interior stories with people in front of exhibits on the
main floor and loads of plants on the second floor balcony. On the edge is "Copyright 1894, by B.
W. Kilburn." On the back is "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size:
7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with fade to image.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 141 - Stereoview of "The Surging Sea of Humanity at the opening of the Columbian
Exposition.". also number "7929." These actual photos picture heads and top hats covering 75% of
the bottom of the image and then a building behind them. On the edge is "Copyright 1894, by B. W.
Kilburn." The bottom picture shows the images of Dr. Andrew Taylor Still, Founder of Osteopathy
and Jeanette (Nettie) Bolles who attended the opening day ceremonies. (This information was
provided by Still National Osteopathic Museum Located in Kirksville, Missouri). On the back is
"Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn - Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, there is corner damage, with slight fade to image and a little soiling to card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 142 - Stereoview of "Burning of the Cold Storage Building, Fifteen Brave Firemen lost their
lives, July 10th Columbian Exposition.". also number "8232." These actual photos picture smoke
coming out of the top of the Cold Storage and people in the foreground looking at it. On the edge is
"Copyright 1894, by B. W. Kilburn." On the back is "Photographed and Published by B. W. Kilburn
- Littleton N. H.". Size: 7" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is slight corner damage,
and some fading to image and a little soiling to card.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 143 - "World's Columbian Exposition 25 cent Token Ticket" good at stand 24, "S-24" in small
print in upper left corner, Doolin # 149. Size: 2 inches long by 1 inch wide. Condition: Very Fine,
black is a little faded.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$2

$2

$2

$2

$2

$2

$5

Lot # 144 - Ticket marked "Return Pass good only when accompanied by photographic ticket." and
"World's Columbian Exposition". The ticket is perforated with "#18". Size: 2" wide by 1 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, slight terar at top center.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 145 - Admission ticket #861769 with profile of Christopher Columbus on the left. On the right
is printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893"
with a dark red scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed "Good
for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on a dark red design background. Ticket printed by American
Bank Note Co., New York. Condition: Excellent, Paper is slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 146 - Admission ticket #53521 with portrait of Benjamin Franklin on the left. On the right is
printed "World's Columbian/Exposition/ Chicago/Admit the Bearer/1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with
a purple scalloped design in the background and purple "A" to the left. On the reverse side is printed
"Good for/One/Admission/at/Pay Gates" on an orange design background. Ticket printed by
American Bank Note Co., New York. Condition: Excellent, Paper is slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 147 - Admission ticket w/stub for Chicago Day, 10/9/1893 "D" Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 148 - Admission ticket w/stub for Manhattan Day, 10/21/1893 Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 149 - Original Wrapper for the Goldsmith Postal Cards. "The World's Columbian Exposition
Official Souvenir U.S. Postals", "Charles W. Goldsmith agent for the United States". The wrapper is
printed in green with a picture of Washington, Columbus and an Eagle perched on a furled American
Flag. The back has a place to address this cover for mailing. This is the cover only, NO Postcards.
Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 7/8" high. Condition: Fine with edge and corner tears and the right corner has
some paper loss.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 50
Lot # 150 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Mines Building." and on the right pictures a person with a
sledgehammer. Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 7". At bottom "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Has an additional unused 1-cent Columbian
Stamp added so that it could be used for International Mailing. Size: 6 1/8" by 3 3/4". Condition:
Very Fine with brown spotting, especially on the back and the bottom left corner. Unused.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 151 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Fine Art Building" and a statue. Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve
Designs". At bottom "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co.
N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" by 3 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine with minor corner bending. Unused.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 152 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "U.S. Naval Exhibit., Battle Ship 'Illinois'". Marked "Series No.
1 Design No. 10". At bottom "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic
Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/16" by 3 3/4". Condition: Very Good with corner damage, slight paper loss
to right edge, crease and staining on lower left side. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 153 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Government Building", "Grover Cleveland, President,
U.S.A.", an eagle and an American flag. Marked "Series No 1 Design No 1" At bottom in small
writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size:
6" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight corner damage. This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 154 - Rare Inverted Postal Card (the reverse is printed up side down). Goldsmith Postal Card.
"Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures "The
Agricultural Bld." and a Statue inside of a circle on the left. Marked "Series No. 1 Design No. 4." At
bottom "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size:
6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of very light stains.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 155 - Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian Exposition".
This multicolor postcard pictures the "Mines Building." and on the right pictures a person with a
sledgehammer. Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893
by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" This postal card has an
additional unused 1 cent Columbian Stamp added so that it could be used for International Mailing.
Size: 6" by 3 1/2". Condition: Fine with damage to the corners especially upper left and reinforcing
glued on to the back of 3 corners (each about 1/4" square). This card is unused.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (156 to 160)
Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 156 - Key shaped aluminum (it is flat) with finely detailed impressed image of the
"Manufacturers Building" with "Midwinter Fair" above on one side. On the other side are 2 boats
sailing into "SF" through the "Golden Gate" with hills on one side and a building on the other. Size:
2 1/2" long by 7/8" at the widest. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 157 - Ferris Wheel Aluminum Medal. Obverse pictures the Ferris Wheel in the center and
"Souvenir or San Francisco 1894" around the edge and "Firth Wheel" inside the outer writing.
Reverse: Pictures "Administration Building" in the center and has "California Midwinter
International Exposition 1894" around the edge. Size:1 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with
overall age toning and a hole that does not appear to be original.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 158 - Aluminum Medal HK 250. Obverse: In center Bird's Eye View of Fair grounds. Around
the edge is "California Midwinter International Exposition", "San Francisco 1894". Reverse: In
center is view of (written above) "Golden Gate", "San Francisco" (written below). Size: 1 1/2"
diameter. Condition: Fine, it has excellent detail but there are some deep scratches in the field of the
reverse.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 159 - Embossed Brass Tray with image of rocks on right (the Golden Gate?) with a bear
standing on them, the sun rising over the water in the center and a cornucopia on the left. Underneath
is "California Mid-Winter International Exposition". Size: 4 15/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition:
Fine with some wear and spots of corrosion in the center and rim decoration.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 160 - Plated Demitasse Spoon with an image of the "Administration" building in bowl with
"Cal. Midwinter Fair" above it. On the handle is a picture of a giant log with 2 people standing on it
and a latter leaning against it, below are some oranges. Made by "U.S. Sterling", it is NOT sterling,
that's just their name. Size: 4 5/16" long. Condition: Very Fine with tarnish overall. The back has
some plating worn off on the high spots.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$6

$3

Category: 1895 Cotton States and International Exposition (161 to 161)
Held in Atlanta, Georgia

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 161 - Award Medal. Obverse: Raised image of a woman holding a cornucopia with a cherub in
front who is holding a sign "Industry". On the left side is a building. Around the edge is "Atlanta
Georgia USA". Reverse: pictures an eagle at the top, plants on the sides, and a shield on the bottom
right. Written down the center is "Cotton States and International Exposition awarded to (etched in)
Vetterlein Bros. Atlanta Georgia USA MDCCCXCV". Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with several small edge dings and a couple of dents.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (162 to 165)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 162 - Celluloid Button for "Trans-Mississippi Lumberman's Day" picturing the "Nebraska
Building" in the center and "Omaha, Sept. 9, 1898" on the bottom. Size: 1 3/" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with some light age spotting (which is NOT brown foxing) .
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 163 - 2 piece Badge with red, white and blue ribbon connecting the parts. The top is brass in
the shape of an ear of corn with "Official Souvenir" written on it. Below the ribbon is a two sided
brass medal in a chocolate wreath. The obverse shows in the center a large woman standing in front
of a city with several factories with "Omaha" above and "U.S.A." below. Around the edge is "TransMississippi and International Exposition 1898". The reverse pictures a building and the "Lagoon"
with "International Exposition" above and "Omaha" below. The back of the chocolate wreath is flat
with "Schaab S. & S. Co. Milwaukee.", the maker, written on it. Size: 3 3/8" long by 1 3/4" at the
widest. Condition" Extremely Fine with a couple of spots on the metal and a little soiling of the
ribbon.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 164 - Large Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures in high relief Woman sitting in front of loads of
industrial objects including a railroad train, telephone pole, buildings, hand tools, corn and much
more. Above her is "Omaha", below is "U.S.A.". Around the edge is "Trans-Mississippi and
International Exposition 1898". Reverse: has the word "Souvenir" inside a wreath. Size: 2 1/2"
diameter 1/4" edge. Condition: Excellent with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 165 - Small change purse made of mother of pearl sides and brass frame. Inside it is red. The
One side pictures a flower and "Souvenir Omaha Exposition". Size: 2 1/ 4" wide by 2" to top of
clasp. Condition: Fair because the mother of pearl is broken on both sides.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1900 - Paris Exposition Universelle (166 to 167)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 166 - Plate with a black image of "Palais de L'Education". Around the picture is brown
decorations with a blue ribbon at top with "Exposition Universelle" in it and "1900" in blue ribbon at
the bottom. There is a yellow and blue crown at the top of the image. On the back is marked
"Jazzegaemines" (that's the best I can read it). Size: 8 7/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with
crazing and a hair line 'X' on the back and few light marks on the surface.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 167 - Stereoview of "The Ferris Wheel, Paris Exposition 1900" from the "Keystone View
Company". This card has actual photos of the wheel and surrounding buildings. Size: 7" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Photos are excellent, card is extremely fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Category: 1901 Pan American Exposition (168 to 187)
Held in Buffalo New York.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 168 - Stock Certificate printed in green with the many logos all along the edge and "The PanAmerican Exposition Company." for One Share issued to "Joseph Lutz" certificate "number 1400".
There is a gold seal in the lower left corner and is signed by both the President and Treasurer. There
is a stamp attached and it is cancelled "Pan-American Exposition Apr 16 1900". The certificate is
framed in a maple frame. Size: 12 5/8" wide by 9 3/4" high including the frame. Condition: Very
Fine, there are some lines from folds and the affixed stamp id very faded.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 50

Lot # 169 - Large blue plate with handles picturing a Native American in multicolor with "Indian
Congress Pan-Am. Exposition 1901." written below. Marked "Victoria" on the back. Size: 10 3/8" at
the widest. Condition: Very Fine with several hairline cracks (clearly seen from the back) that have
foxing around them. The image of the native American is bright with a few light scratches.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 170 - Stick Pin with Sepia Tone Celluloid top picturing a Buffalo and "1901". Size: Top is
9/16" diameter and the pin is 2 1/4" long overall. Condition: Very Fine with one very light spot on
the top and overall age toning on the pin.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 171 - Card Case from "Berry Brothers" with Celluloid sides. One side pictures "The Berry
Brothers' Toy Wagon Taken from Life." showing the wagon with 4 children and a dog. The other
side pictures "Castle Copal", "Exhibited by Berry Brothers, Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo,
1901". Size: 2" wide by 2 13/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, nice and clear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 172 - Nail letter opener. Engraved on the blade is "Pan American Souvenir 1901 Patented".
Size: 5 1/8" long. Condition: Fine there is damage to the plating.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 173 - Butter Knife with the image of the Manufacturer and Liberal Arts Buildings on one side
of the handle and Niagara Falls on the other. This is a plated knife. There are no maker's marks on
the knife. This flatware is uncommon. Size: 6 3/8" long by 9/16" wide. Condition: Fine with wear to
the plating.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 174 - Sterling Spoon with enamel handle end. In the bowl is the image of the "Electric Tower
Pan Am. Exposition", "Buffalo N.Y. 1901". The handle has an enamel picture of a Native American,
but unfortunately the top of the face and head are chipped off. This spoon does not have a maker's
mark, but has on the back of the handle "No 55 Sterling". The spoon had a gold wash that is mostly
worn off. Size: 5 3/8" long by 1 1/8" wide. Condition: Good, the enamel is chipped missing the top
of the face and head and the gold wash is worm off and the spoon is a bit tarnished.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 175 - Brass Cufflinks, 2 cufflinks with the American Continents logo raised in the center and
"Pan-American Exposition 1901" around the edge. Size: cufflink face is 3/4" diameter. The length to
the end of stem is 1 1/8". Condition: Very Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$5

$6

$ 12

Lot # 176 - Circular gold metal pendant/coin with hanger; front is Beck logo of North and South
America holding hands; reverse: "To unite the Americas in bonds of prosperity and peace" Size:
1.25" diam. Condition: Good - some wear/scratching.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 177 - 1.25" diameter gold metal coin. The front has a figure of man standing and reaching to
the sky with a crown on. This is possibly a Christ like figure. The background is the sky. The reverse
side has a view of North and South America. The writing on the back is "Pan-American Exposition
N.Y. U.S.A. May 1 Nov 1 MDCDI." Condition: Good, Very tarnished/darkened.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 178 - Multicolor Lithographed Round Singer Booklet from the Pan American Exposition.
Inside are 8 pages each with a multicolor lithograph of an Expo building, View of Niagara Falls, or a
person using a Singer Sewing Machine. The left side of the booklet is printed with a pink ribbon as if
it was tied together. Size: 4 1/2" diameter. Condition: Would be Excellent except for one small edge
scratch.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 179 - "Pan-American Exposition: Its Purpose and Plan"; booklet with color images of
buildings; info on color schemes Condition: Good, Some wear; white line on back cover
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 180 - Booklet of the Pan-American Exposition"; b&w photos of Expo buildings; published by
Robert Reid; blue gray cover Condition: Very Good, Some wear; crease on cover
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 181 - Booklet "One Hundred Views of the Pan-American Exposition, Buffalo and Niagara
Falls" w/b&w photos of the fair and short descriptions; latest edition; 80 p. Condition: Very good minor wear and fading to covers; sticker inside front cover
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 182 - "Rand McNally Photo-Views of the Pan-American Exposition"; numerous b&w photos
of Expo Condition: Poor - covers missing; held together by binding string
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 183 - Paperback Booklet: "Official Views of Pan-American Exposition" C.D. Arnold; 53
photos Condition: Fair - Both covers are missing; otherwise good condition; label on back page
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 184 - Booklet "A Souvenir of Buffalo, N.Y., Niagara Falls and the Great Pan-American
Exposition" consisting of b&w photos and drawings of scenes in Buffalo, Niagara Falls and the PanAm with a short description of each scene; published by the James Byne Co.; 50 p. Size: 7" x 9"
Condition: Very good - minor scratch type marks on cover; fading around edges.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 185 - "Snap Shots on the Midway of the Pan-Am Expo" w/text and b&w photos of the
attractions Condition: Fair - no cover; wear and small tears around the edges
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 186 - Unused letter size envelope with color design of a bison standing on top of a globe with
North and South America visible. in the background are Exposition building. Size: 3.75" x 6.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 187 - Vertical trade card with "Spirit of Niagara" by Evelyn Rumsey Cary on front; on reverse
side is promotional information about the Pan-Am; printed on thiner cardstock Size: 5" x 3"
Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed on reverse side.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (188 to 225)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 188 - "B.P.O. Elks St Louis", "World's Fair 1903" Ribbon with gold and black image of
buildings with a golden arch "Welcome St. Louis" and a statue and the American flag. The top has a
die cut brass shell elks head and there are tassels both top and bottom. Unlisted in RLH and Very
Rare. Size: 13 1/4" long by 4 1/8" wide. Condition: Excellent with a little soiling.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

$ 50

Lot # 189 - "Jefferson Guard" Sword and Scabbard. The sides of the sword are etched. One side has
"Jefferson Guard" and a fancy design on it. The other side has "Louisiana Purchase Exposition"
again with a fancy design and the "Number 185" (apparently each one was individually numbered.
The one in Hendershott has a different number). The hilt (under the handle) of the sword has the
initials "J. G." The sword was made by "Ames Sword Co." The blade is steel, the hilt is brass and the
handle is wood. The Scabbard is metal with leather exterior and brass trim. This is a sword actually
worn by a guard at the LPE. (RLH 56-10) Size: Overall in scabbard 26 7/8" by 5 5/8" wide at the
hilt. Condition: The sword is Extremely Fine with a few edge nicks. The Scabbard is Fine with
leather missing at the bottom (2 1/2" to 3" up) and missing at various places all the way up.
Estimate: $ 400 - $ 600

$ 100

Lot # 190 - Rare Box Dollar or Opium Dollar with a picture of the "Hall of Festivals and Cascades
St. Louis Fair 1904" on one side and the "Louisiana Purchase Monument 1803" on the other. This
medal is just the outside side and edges of the medal with a hinge on the inside. The medal opens
such that one could hide items (like drugs) inside the medal. Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine
with wear on both sides and repair to the hinge (with tape of paper strips) inside.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

$ 50

Lot # 191 - Mug. Green background with image of "Varied Industries Building" in the center with
"World's Fair St. Louis 1904" above. On the sides are "Jefferson" and "Napoleon". Flags above and
an eagle holding a shield. (similar RLH 32-40 - which states "made by Sinclair Art Co., E.
Liverpool, OH" - not marked) Size: 4 5/8" tall by 3 7/8" diameter at the bottom. Condition Very
Good because the place you put you thumb on the handle has broken edges that have been painted
and one spot has even been restored. There are several dark hairline cracks, but the image is bright
and clean.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 18

Lot # 192 - Flow Blue Ceramic Vase with image of Palace of Electricity. The bottom is marked "The
World's Fair 1904. St. Louis MO. U.S.A." Size: 6 1/4" high by 4 1/4" wide. Condition: The base has
been repaired, one leg was broken and glued back on such that the repair is hardly noticeable. There
is also one tiny brown spot on a handle (not really worth mentioning). Otherwise overall it is Very
Fine and nice addition to any collection.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 193 - China Plate with blue image of "Napoleon" in the center with "World's Fair" at the top
and "1803 Souvenir Plate" at the bottom. US & French Flags on the left and right sides. Back is
marked with maker "Victoria Art Co." and eagle. similar RLH 42-650 (except this one is blue). Size:
7" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing and a few light surface scratchs.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 194 - Flow Blue Plate market at the bottom "The World's Fair, St. Louis Mo. U.S.A." with
"Jefferson" pictured in the center and six images of fair buildings around the edge. Around
Jefferson's picture is written "Third President of the United States" and "Father of the Louisiana
Purchase". The images around the edge are "Cascade Gardens", "Palace of Machinery", "Palace of
Varied Industries", "Palace of Art", "Palace of Electricity" and "Palace of Liberal Arts". On the back
the plate is marked "The Rowland & Marsellus Co. Staffordshire England Designed and Imported by
Barr's St. Louis Mo." (RLH 42-640) Size: 10" in diameter. Condition: Near Mint, however the back
of the plate has reverse printing on it from the plate below in the stack when it was being made.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100
Lot # 195 - Pocket Knife with 3 blades (one is really a file). One side pictures "Thomas Jefferson",
"Third President of the United States", "Father of the Louisiana Purchase". The other side pictures
the "St. Louis - Palace of Liberal Arts - 1904". The bottom of the large blade is marked "J. A.
Henckels, Germany" (RLH 25-140). I believe that the knife sides are nickel. Size: 3 1/8" long by
5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine because there is a nick in the pavilion side of the case and the large
blade is chipped.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125
Lot # 196 - Oval Shaped Reverse Glass Standup picturing the "Cascade Gardens and Terrace of
States. World's Fair, St. Louis, 1904". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 4 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with
some flaking near the side edges and in the word 'States'. There is also an area above the lettering
that is starting to flake.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 197 - Jefferson Guard's Brass clothing button with embossed "Louisiana Purchase Exposition"
around the edge and the letters "J" & "G" intertwined in the center. Marked on back "Waterbury
Button Co., Waterbury Con." Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Fine with white surface corrosion around
most of the letters.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50
Lot # 198 - Key shaped gold wash brooch with embossed "Official World's Fair Key" on the shaft,
"St. Louis MO 1904" on the teeth and "Louisiana Purchase Co. Pres. Francis" with his bust on the
end of the key. The back of the teeth is marked "Robbins Co. Attleboro Mass Pat. Appld for". Size: 1
9/16" by 5/8". Condition: Excellent with only slight wear in the back (not visible from the front.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50
Lot # 199 - Elongated 1904 Indian Head Penny with an image of "Palace of Electricity", "World's
Fair St. Louis 1904". The image of the penny is very clear on the reverse side. (RLH 13-60) Size: 1
5/16" long by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35
Lot # 200 - Aluminum Card Case with black and white picture of "Palace of Machinery". At the
bottom is written "Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis. 1904" Size: 3 3/4" wide by 2" by 1/4" thick.
Condition: Fine because it has a bend line across the top and a nick in the edge about 1/4" long ,
otherwise it would be Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 30

$ 25

$ 15

$ 12

$ 15

$ 10

$ 10

Lot # 201 - Metal Tray on four ball feet with "Historic Souvenir of the Louisiana Purchase" at the top
and "Saint Louis 1904" written across the bottom. In the center of the tray is a raised picture of Uncle
Sam & a French Woman who is holding a scroll with the Louisiana Purchase map on it. Underneath
is an embossed eagles head and small portraits of Napoleon and Jefferson. There are two ribbons
with the names of the states that are in the territory around the figures and "1803", "1903" "Vive La
Republique". A small Capitol building and Eiffel Tower can be seen in the background. There is a
flowered boarder around the edge. (Similar to RLH 64-720) Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light wear and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 202 - Aluminum stamp box with etched "Worlds Fair 1904" on the top. Inside slides open on
hinge to reveal storage for stamps. There is a name lightly etched in the bottom. Size: 1 11/16" by 1
1/8" by 1/4". Condition: Extremely Fine, light residue stain on the back where a sticker used to be.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 203 - Small silver-plate hand mirror with floral design and beveled mirror. Inscribed: "1904
Worlds Fair St. Louis." Size: 4" x 2" Condition: Very Fine with a little wear, overall age toning and a
little corrosion in the crevices.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 204 - "Heinz Tomato Chutney" bottle shaped charm with metal loop. One side has the bottle
label and the other side has "St. Louis 1904" written in it. This was given out by the Heinz Company.
This charm is made of a plastic material and is brown in color. (RLH 24-170) Size: 1 1/2" Condition:
Good, it has cracks in the side and a dent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 205 - Reverse Painted Glass Bead with picture of a pavilion (U.S. Government I think) with
"St. Louis 1904" in the sky. Size: 1" diameter. Condition: Very Good with paint missing from the
sky and the ground.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 206 - Celluloid Button in red and blue on white background with French and American flags in
the center with "1803" and "1904" under the flags. Around the edge is "Louisiana Purchase
Exposition" and "St. Louis". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Good with several foxing spots
and a small crack in the celluloid.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 207 - Celluloid pin back button. "Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis 1904" around the
edge with picture of the " Electricity Building" in the center. Colors are red, green, yellow, blue and
black on white background. (RLH 39-820) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Good because
there are foxing spots on the edge, however the colors are strong.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 208 - Sepia colored Celluloid pin back button. Pictures Liberty bell in center with "Liberty"
above, "Phila. 1776" to the left and "St. Louis 1904" to the right. (RLH 39-1590) Size: 15/16"
diameter. Condition: Very Good with foxing on the edge and overall age darkening.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$2

Lot # 209 - Celluloid Button with blue background and gold picture of the U.S. Capitol with "District
of Columbia" above, "Oct. 19th" on the sides of the building and "1904". "St. Louis" below. Size: 1
1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, the gold picture appears to be a bit rubbed off.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 210 - Small enameled Fleur-de-lis pin with "L", "P" and "E" in each of the leaves and "04" in
the center. The enamel is blue, red, white and yellow. Size: 5/8" high by 5/8" high. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 211 - Aluminum Pin in the shape of a flag with "St Louis 1904" in the field in raised letters.
(RLH 39-2180) Size: 3/4" wide by 5/8" high. Condition: Fine with a bit of wear and overall age
toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 212 - FOB with 3 bronze sections. Top section has bust of "Thomas Jefferson" and has "St.
Louis 1904" above his head. Middle disk has the Missouri state seal with the 2 bears. The bottom
disk pictures the "U. S. Government Bld". (similar RLH 19-340) Size: 4 5/8" long by 1 3/16" at the
widest. Condition: Fine, there is a black age toning over all of it and wear, especially to the bottom
disk.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 213 - Brass Hanging Badge with a red white and blue enameled shield in the center of the top
bar with "Souvenir" written on it. Hanging below is a brass medal with "Louisiana Purchase" and
"Stars and Stripes Forever" around the edge and in the center "St. Louis 1903-4 Exposition" in a
ribbon which is intertwined with a horse shoe that has "Good" "Luck" written on it. On the reverse of
the medal are 2 busts with "Napoleon Sold It April 30th Jefferson Bought It" and "1803" around the
edge. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 2 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little loss to the enamel, a few
spots of corrosion on the medal and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Lot # 214 - 2-piece hanging brass shell pin. The top piece has embossed writing: "St. Louis World's
Fair Souvenir 1904" with an embossed wreath around the edge. The bottom piece also has an
embossed wreath around the edge and in the center is an embossed expo building with "St. Louis
World's Fair" above and "1904" below. The pin is missing and there is no indication that there ever
was a pin. Size: 2 3/4" tall by 2" wide. Condition: Fine with corrosion on the bottom part of the top
and the top part of the bottom.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 215 - Brass badge. This badge has a top bar with "Souvenir" across it and a bust in the middle.
The bottom portion pictures the lagoon and the "Cascade Gardens", "World's Fair St. Louis", "1904".
The maker name "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee" is on the back. (RLH 2-620). Size: 2 1/8" high by
1 1/2" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and age toneing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 216 - Bronze shield shaped medal: "Commemorative Medal, Louisiana Purchase Exposition"
with eagle above and dolphins below. The other side has 2 woamn with "Universal Exposition, Saint
Louis, United States Of America" and "MCMIV" below. (RLH 30-110) with original box with gold
writing on the top "Universal Exposition St. Louis" (RLH 30-130). Marked in tiny letters "A.A.
Weinman Fecit". Size: Medal is 2 3/4" wide by 2 3/4" high. Box is 3 1/4" by 3 3/8". Condition: Very
Fine, there is wear a couple of rim nicks and overall age toning. Box is missing the front apron and is
Very Good overall.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 217 - "Souvenir Coin of Admission" octagonal brass medal with image of "Saint Louis" and
also has "1803", and "1903" on the obverse. Reverse: Pictures eagle above flags at top with the map
of US and Louisiana Purchase area outlined, 2 women at the bottom. Around the edge is "Louisiana
Purchase Souvenir Coin Co. St Louis". At the bottom is the number "28410". (RLH 30-10) Size: 1
5/16" by 1 5/16". Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear to the obverse.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 50

$ 12

Lot # 218 - Brass Medal The front shows profiles of Thomas Jefferson and Napoleon. It has
"Louisiana Purchase Exposition Official Souvenir" around the edge. The back shows a map of the
United States outlining the Louisiana Purchase and has "Louisiana Territory 1803 1,000,000 sq.
miles $15,000,000." Above the map and below "St. Louis 1904." Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition:
Fine, Jefferson's Hair is worn and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 219 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Around edge "I'll been to Missouri and They Showed Me"
with a picture of building tops and a garden in the middle. "World's Fair" under the picture. Reverse:
Around edge, "Camp Lewis St. Louis", "Woman's Magazine Bldg.". In the center is a picture of tents
and trees with ""It's All Right 1904" underneath. (RLH 61-650) Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine with light age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 220 - Medal, nickel plated brass, with "world's Fair", "St. Louis, U.S.A." around the edge with
"1904" an anvil, hammer and gears in the center. On the reverse is the image of the "Liberal Arts
Building". The piece is looped at the top, as made. Size: 7/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
with some edge wear and a bit of age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 221 - Advertising Medal. On the front are 3 men (perhaps Huyler's company executives) and
the words "Compliments of Huyler's St. Louis." On the other side are 3 other men - Teddy
Roosevelt, Thomas Jefferson and probably Napoleon, and the words "In Commemoration of
Louisiana Purchase Exposition 1803-1904." Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Fine, some of the
nickel is worn off and the loop at top has been added.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 222 - Aluminum Medal, single sided with raised image of buildings in front of the lagoon and
"St. Louis 1904" written above. Around the edge is printed "Edward W. Updike". This was probably
made at the fair in a machine where the buyer or the vendor entered their name to be printed on the
side. Holed as made. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 223 - "The Ferris Wheel at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904." Folder with
the Wheel pictured on the front. When opened the inside is a map of the fair grounds in green, black
and red. The other side has information about the Ferris Wheel. Size: Open: 12 3/8" wide by 9 3/8"
high. Closed: 3 3/16" wide by 6 3/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine because there is some light
staining.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 224 - Trade card with multicolor picture of "Machinery Building, Louisiana Purchase
Exposition, St. Louis, U.S.A." 1904". The back of the card is a advertisement for "Miller Organ &
Piano Co., Lebanon, Pa., U.S.A.", "In Music as In Medicine". Size: 5" wide by 3" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with slight corner rounding.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 225 - Unused Postcard with black and white image of the "Rhode Island States Building.",
"Official Souvenir World's Fair St. Louis 1904." "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis , Mo.,
Sole World's Fair Stationers." Hand written "From Joe", no address, the card was never mailed.
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, large brown stains over 1/3 of the card.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 4

$3

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis and Clark Exposition (226 to 230)
Held in Portland, Oregon this fair celebrated the 100th anniversary of the journey of Lewis and Clark to explore the newly purchased
land from France. The journey started and ended in St. Louis and went all the way to the Pacific Ocean.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 226 - Brass Badge with top bar in the shape of a street car with "Welcome to Portland ,
Oregon" written on the side of the car. Hanging below is a brass shell with the image of the logo with
3 people and Mt Hood pictured above. Across the top in a ribbon is "Mt Hood Division No. 91". At
the bottom is "Lewis & Clark Exposition", "June 1st to October 15th 1905". Size: 3 7/16" high by 2
3/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine with wear to the finish and a little discoloration, especially on the
"No. 91".
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 227 - Match Safe. One side pictures the logo with "The Lewis & Clark Centennial", "Portland
Oregon 1905" below. The other side pictures the "Forestry Building Lewis & Clark Exposition".
Size: 2 3/4" high by 1 1/2" wide by 3/8" thick. Condition: Good, most of the nickel plating is rubbed
of showing the brass, one edge is chipped and there is rust under the cap lid.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 228 - Brass Metal (HK331) with busts of "Lewis and Clark" above crossed rifle and oar with
"Centennial 1905 Exposition" across the bottom edge. Reverse: Pictures "U.S. Government Bldg." in
the center with "Lewis & Clark" at top edge and "Portland Oregon", "Centennial Exposition" below.
Size: 1 7/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, it is worn.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 229 - Aluminum Tray with black printed image of the "Forestry Building. Souvenir Lewis &
Clark Exposition, Portland Oregon" written above the building. The corners have a raised design.
Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Fine with wear in the center and on the left of the image.
There is blue ink in the upper right corner of the tray.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 230 - Plate, Commemorative. 1905 Portland, Oregon's Lewis and Clark Centennial. White
ceramic souvenir plate with green trim from the Lewis and Clark Exposition. In the middle of the
plate is a color drawing of the Liberal Arts Building. Gold rim. Size: Diameter: 7.25 inches.
Material: Ceramic. Condition: Very Fine (No chips or cracks, but the Gold paint around the rim is
faded and missing in places.)
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (231 to 235)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description
Lot # 231 - White ceramic souvenir bowl with gold rim and a rippled sides. In the center is a color
litho drawing of a bird's eye view of the Exposition, Jamestown, Va. 1607-1907. On the back is
stamped "Wheelook/Vienna Austria." Size: Diameter: 3.75 inches. Material: Ceramic. Condition:
Excellent (Gold rim shows minimal signs of wear.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

Minimum
Bid
$7

Lot # 232 - Silver coin with profile of Pocahontas and around the edge "Ter-Centennial of the
Settlement of Jamestown 1607-1907." On the reverse is the image of a ship and around the edge
"The Landing of Captain John Smith ? 13, 1607." Size: Diameter: 1.25 inches. Condition: Fair –
Good. Tarnished, particularly on the back. Writing on the back is worn and there are two raised
circles indicating it may have been attached to something at one time and now obscures the writing.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 233 - Aluminum Tray with a black picture of Native American, bird's eye view of grounds,
scene of Pocahontas and John Smith and "Old Church" with "Jamestown Exposition 1907" above
pictures. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 3 3/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine because there is a small
brown spot in the field.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

$5

Lot # 234 - Souvenir red clay Pipe in the shape of the Old Church. On one side is embossed "1607
Jamestown 1907." While there is a hole in the back, there is no stem for the pipe. Patented July 3,
1906. Condition: Fair, Missing stem. Discolored by dirt.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 235 - Official publication booklet that contains black and white photographs of the interior and
exterior of the Exposition as well as many photographs of local highlights. Each photograph has a
short description beneath it. Photos copyrighted 1907 by the Jamestown Official Photograph
Corporation. Published by Robert A. Reid. Condition: Good,
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Category: 1908 Franco-British Exhibition (236 to 236)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 236 - Postcard with multicolor picture of "The Court of Honor". A very interesting grouping of
buildings. Condition: Very Fine with slight corner wear. Unused.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (237 to 242)
Held in Seattle, Washington.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 237 - Gold Stickpin with small round medal on top (this is the gold part) that pictures a full
figure of a miner with "Alaska Gold" above him and "A.Y.P.E." below and "1909" in the middle. On
the back is a wreath around the edge and 1/4 DWT. (dram weight) in the center. The stickpin is
attached to the center of the back and it is not gold. Size: Gold Top is 3/8" diameter and overall the
length is 2 5/8" long. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little wear and light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 238 - China plate 8 3/4" in diameter. The peach colored rim of the plate says Alaska-YukonPacific Expo Seattle 1909. The center says "Territory of Hawaii"- "USA" and colorfully shows 2
figures, the rising sun, a bird and a banner in Hawaiian. Condition: Extremely fine, there is light
wear and soiling.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 239 - Watch FOB with 3 double sided disks. One side has the logo on the top disk with
"Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition Seattle 1909" written around the edge. The center disk pictures
the "Fine Arts Palace". The bottom disk pictures the "United States Government Building". The
other side pictures the bust of "William H. Seward" (the man who bought Alaska for the US) on the
top disk. On the center disk is a picture of the "Forestry Building". The bottom disk has a picture of
the "Manufacturers Building". Size: 5 3/16" long by 1 1/4" wide at the bottom. Condition: Very Fine
with a wear to the finish, age toning and a spot of corrosion in the 'M' of "Manufacturers".
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 240 - Dinner-sized white ceramic plate with color drawings of six Exposition buildings.
Clockwise from top: Machinery Building; Agricultural Building; Auditorium Building; Fine Arts
Building; Manufactures Building; Washington State Building. In between each image is a bunch of
three pink flowers. In the center is the circular logo of the Exposition in color. On the reverse side is
stamped: "Made in Germany exclusively for M. Seller & Company/Seattle, Wash." Condition: Very
Fine, Some of the gold accents missing.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 241 - Small souvenir ceramic plate with gray/black and white design. In the center is the
circular logo of the Exposition. Around it are five images of the sights around Seattle. Clockwise
from top are: Academy of the Holy Names; Pioneer Square & Totam Pole; Mount Rainer Near
Seattle, 14520 Feet High; Snoqualmie Falls; Agricultural Building, A.Y.P. Exposition. Edged with a
flower design. On the reverse side is stamped: "The Rowland & Marsellus Co./Staffordshire,
England/Made & Designed in England for/The Bon Marche/Seattle, Wash." Condition: Good, Has a
significant amount of crazing visible on the back. One chip along the edge on the back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 242 - Pot Metal Plate with logo and "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition Seattle-1909" around it
in the center. There are 7 raised images around the center (from top clockwise): "Alaska Indian
Totem Pole", "Snoqualmie Falls Height-267 Ft.", "Washington Building", "Agricultural Building",
"Fine Arts Building", "Auditorium", "Mt Rainier, elevation 14, 526 ft.". At the bottom it is marked
"Souvenir of Seattle and the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition" Size: 7 1/8" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$3

$8

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (243 to 253)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, occurred during 1909 all along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 243 - Brass Plaque with image of "Robert Fulton" with his ship below. At bottom is "First
Successful Steamboat MDCCCVII - MCMIX". The top of the plaque has a flag shield in each corner
with "Copyright 1909" above the left and "Roine-Weil" above the shield on the right. This plaque is
bolted (with 4 bolts from the back) to a green felt background inside a gold frame. I believe that this
is the original way it was made. Size: Plaque: 5 7/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Frame: 14 1/4" wide by 16
1/4" high. Condition: Excellent with a slight wear to the green felt.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 35

Lot # 244 - Fireman's Badge with top bar and suspended piece below. "Member" with a fire hydrant,
2 ladders and 2 hook tools decorate the top bar. The lower piece has a fireman's hat and horn at top.
Around the edge is "Hudson-Fulton Celebration:, "Newburg, N.Y. Sept. 30, 1909". In the center is
the seal of NY with "Unexcelled" above, "No. 2" on either side and "West Grove, NJ" underneath.
The back is marked in the smallest of letters "Whitehead and Hoag" Size: 1 3/4" wide by 1 3/4"
wide. Condition: Very Fine+ with overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 245 - 2 piece badge with a orange, white and blue (faded colors) ribbon connecting the 2 parts.
The top bar has "1609", "1909", "Hudson - Fulton" in raised letters on it. The bottom part has
"Traffic Club", "New York" around the edge with the letters T & C intersecting in the center (like a
logo). Size: 3 1/8" long by 1 3/4" at the widest. Condition: Fine with age toning on the top bar,
corrosion on the bottom piece. The ribbon is faded and has a partial tear at the point of attachment to
the top bar.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 246 - Badge with celluloid button at top, purple ribbon in the middle and 3 dimensional metal
boat (marked on the side "Clermont") hanging at the bottom. The button at top pictures "Hendrick
Hudson" on the right and the "Clermont" on the left. At top is "Hudson-Fulton Celebration" and at
bottom "1609-1909". Size: 2 1/4" high by 1 1/2" at the widest. Condition: The Button is Extremely
Fine, the ribbon has bright colors and the boat has some tarnish and a little corrosion on bottom edge.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 247 - White Medal. Obverse: 3 women sitting in front of 2 columns with "Robert Fulton 1765
1815" image between them and on the left of the column is old New York Sky line and on the right
is the 1909 New York Skyline. Below the woman is "First Use of Steam in Navigation on the
Hudson River 1807". Reverse: Center shows men working the rigging of a sail boat with "Discovery
of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson A.D. MDCIX" around the edge. "Yonkers, N.Y.", "HudsonFulton Celebration Comm:".1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, it has a little wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 248 - Fob. 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration. Embossed on the medallion is the image of the
"Clermont" with "Hudson-Fulton 1807" on the left and "Celebration 1909" on the right. "New York"
is written on the bottom. Size: 1 3/8" high by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 249 - Metal Figural Dog with a shield attached to his back. On the shield is a raised picture of a
sailing ship "Half Moon" and above it is written "Hudson-Fulton Celebration". Size: 3 1/8" long by 1
5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with overall wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 250 - Pin. Round brass pin with the image of the Half Moon (Henry Hudson's ship) embossed
in the middle. The pin is edged in blue enamel with "Hudson-Fulton Celebration" in gold lettering.
On the reverse side is a straight pin and clasp. Size: Diameter: 3/4 inch. Material: Metal. Condition:
Fair (Significant tarnishing visible on both sides. Enamel has flaked off around the edges.)
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 251 - Postcard "The Entrance of the "Half Moon" Into New York Harbor" Unused souvenir
postcard with a color drawing of the "Half Moon" and its entrance into New York Harbor.
Size 3.5" x 5.25". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 252 - Unused souvenir postcard "Henry Hudson" The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
with a colorized portrait of Henry Hudson on the front. Part of the "Manhattan Series" of sixteen
Hudson-Fulton postcards published by The Churchman Company, New York, NY.
Size 3.5" by 5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 253 - Postcard "Hudson-Fulton Celebration Commission Poster" Redfield Brothers, New York.
Unused official souvenir postcard with color reproduction of the official poster of the Hudson-Fulton
Commission Celebration. On the reverse side, the upper left corner is the Hudson-Fulton Celebration
logo. The following is printed at the bottom left: "The official poster of ... Size: 1 postcard; 3.5" by
5.5". Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$1

Category: 1910 Brussels Exposition (254 to 254)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 254 - Postcard picturing a color image of the "Section Italienne" (Italian Exhibit), "Exposition
De Bruxelles, 1910". The postcard was mailed from Belgium to South Boston. Condition: Very
Good, there is some paper loss on the right edge and bottom right corner, and a light crease in the
upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (255 to 284)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 255 - Original Ink Drawing of "Tower of Jewels" "Panama Pacific International Exposition
San Francisco 1915" pictures the Tower of Jewels, buildings and courtyard. In black, gray and hints
of brown. The artist created a graph in pencil in the background. On the side was recently written
"orig artist woven label drawing". Whether this was for a silk or a sampler that the buyer would sew,
it is well done and most certainly a one of a kind. Size: 13 5/8" wide by 11" high. Condition: Very
Fine, there are stains at the top, a fold in the middle and some edge and corner tears.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 256 - Drawing "Fountain of Ceres" . Pencil drawing of the Fountain of Ceres, a sculpture
located at the panama-pacific. The sketch is labeled in pencil: at the top where Ceres stands: bronze;
in the center of sculpture: dancing ?; on the bottom, below the sketch: Fountain of Ceres ... Size: 8.5"
x 11" (l x h). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 257 - Framed Black and White Photo of the Court of Honor with the top of the palace of Fine
Arts in the background. The image shows the archway with the statue above, the column in the
center and several of the Caldor statues that line the top of the Colonnade (one of these Caldor
statues sold for $65,000 in a recent auction). The frame is wood with a simple carved decoration.
Size: Image is 13 1/2" wide by 7 3/4" high. The frame is 18" wide by 13" high. Condition: Very Fine
with a little fading and a little very light browning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 258 - Badge with red, white and blue ribbon connecting the top bar and the bottom. The top bar
has a brass shell border with "Liberty Bell Committee" printed on the celluloid center. The bottom
portion is a cut out of the Liberty Bell in its stand with a shield at the top. On the bottom is an eagle
holding "E Pluribus Unum" and at the very bottom "Official Souvenir Panama Pacific International
Exposition 1915". Size: 2 1/8" wide by 4 5/8" high. Condition: Overall Fine because the ribbon has a
tear half way across and some fraying. The top and bottom are both very nice and clean (extremely
fine).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$8

Lot # 259 - Badge with Red, white and blue ribbon connecting the top bar to the celluloid button on
the bottom. Top Bar is a brass shell with a celluloid insert "Participant". The bottom button is red,
blue, gold and black on a beige background. "Panama-Pacific International - Exposition", around the
edge and in the center "Admit One Opening Day Feb. 20, 1915" with the signature of Chas Moore
"President". Size: 4 1/2" high by 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Excellent, but the ribbon, especially the
white stripe has discolored with age.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 260 - Sepia toned Celluloid Button in brass shell with blue ribbon hanging below. On the
ribbon is written "Pennsylvania Day Sept 4th PPIE (actually I, backwards P, P E) 1915. The picture
on the button is probably the Pennsylvania Pavilion. Made by "J.H. Shaw" of Philadelphia. Size: 3
1/2" high by 1 1/8" wide. Condition: There is corrosion on about 10% of the button edge that detracts
from the piece, otherwise it would be Extremely Fine with bright writing on the ribbon and a clean
but light image on the celluloid.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 261 - Celluloid Button for the "Great Northern Railway" with 2 ribbons (one yellow and one
blue) hanging below. The button, which is printed in gold and blue on a white back ground also has
"P.P.I.E.","1915" and around the center "See American First", "Glacier National Park" Made by
"Western Badge and Nov. Co.", "Saint Paul Minn." Size: Button is 1 11/16" diameter. Length with
ribbons is 4 1/4" Condition: Fine with several foxing spots in the field of the pin.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 262 - Leather Purse with metal top. The top is a round silver plated brass metal with an
embossed circular logo with a woman in robes with ships sailing on either side of her. Around the
outside of the logo is "Panama-Pacific International Exposition San Francisco 1915." Size: Top is 2
3/16" diameter. Length of leather is 3 1/4". Condition: Top is Fine with wear (a lot of brass is
visible). The leather part of the purse is Good because it has a large hole it it.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 263 - White Metal Medal. Obverse: In the center is a Winged Victory Statue on a boat that is
traveling between rocks with "San Francisco" and "1915" behind it and above around the edge is
"Panama Pacific International Exposition". Reverse: In the center is a scene with an native American
in headdress standing next to a river that has a paddle wheel boat on it, palm tree and mountains in
the background and a sun rise behind it. Around the edge is "For Florida Exposition Fund", "In God
We Trust". Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a couple of light rim dings, light wear
and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 264 - Collapsible Drinking Cup made out of aluminum with "Exposition San Francisco" above
a building on the cover and "1915" printed below the building. The printing is black. Size: Top is 2
1/2" diameter. Collapsed the cup is 1" high and opened it is 2 3/4" high" Condition: Very Fine, there
is a little wear and slight denting on the picture. Overall there it is slightly darkened from age.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 265 - Spoon. Souvenir silver spoon with unengraved bowl. On the handle from top to bottom:
Indian figure on horse on dome buildings in background; great seal of California with "Eureka";
shaft-mountains and canal; "Culbbra [sic] Cut"; Panama-Pacific Exposition." On the reverse side
from top to bottom: map of canal showing Atlantic ... Size: Length: 6 inches, Width: 1.25 inches.
Condition: Fair (Uneven bumps in the bowl of the spoon.)
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 266 - Pan, Frying. Small metal souvenir in the shape of a frying pan. On the bottom of the pan
is embossed the image of the southern part of North America, Central America and the northern part
of South America. On the left is a circular design with the rising sun and ... Size: Height: 4.5 inches,
Width: 2.25 inches. Condition: Good (Darkened with age. The back side is streaked where it appears
the pan might have tried to have been cleaned.)
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 267 - Booklet "Colortypes of the Panama-Pacific Exposition" . Thirty-two page, official
publication view book filled with hand-colored prints taken from the Exposition. The cover is gray in
color and larger than the inside, gloss pages. The book is copyrighted by Panama-Pacific
International Exposition Company. Featured inside are colored ... Size: 9" x 6". Condition: Good
(The cover is showing a little wear at its edges.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 268 - Unused souvenir postcard "Palace of Horticulture Illuminated - Pan. Pac. Int. Expo. - San
Francisco" colorized photograph of the Palace of Horticulture lit up at night. Published by the Pacific
Novelty Co., San Francisco.. Condition: Good (Some wear around the edges on the front.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 269 - Postcard "Palace of Liberal Arts, across South Gardens - Pan. Pac. Int. Expo. - San
Francisco" colorized photograph of the Palace of Liberal Arts with the South Gardens and a body of
water in front of the building. Published by the Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco.Addressed a
green one cent U.S. postage stamp with the profile of George Washington. Postmarked in Rochester
N.Y. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 270 - Souvenir postcard "A Glimpse of the Pan. Pac. Int. Exposition, San Francisco, 1915"
with a colorized photograph of the Exposition grounds with the San Francisco Bay in the
background. Published by Edward H. Mitchell, San Francisco, Ca.. Addressed to: John H.
Docking/Manager, Folis Theatre/Scranton, Pa. Has a green one cent U.S. postage stamp with a
profile of George Washington. Postmarked in San Francisco, Cal. on Mar 5 1915. Has a special
cancellation of "World's Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco 1915." Condition: Good (Slight
wear around the edges on the front)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 271 - . Souvenir postcard "Fountain of Energy, Pan.-Pac. Int. Expo., San Francisco" Pacific
Novelty Co., San Francisco with a colorized photograph. This is the work of A. Stirling Calder, and
represents the completion of the Panama Canal. Has a green one-cent U.S. postage stamp with a
profile of George Washington. Postmarked in San Francisco, Cal. on Oct 2 1915. Has a special
cancellation "World's Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915" over the stamp. Condition: Good (Small
pieces of covered adhesive in the upper left and right corners and the lower left corner.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 272 - Unused colorized Postcard with a giant typewriter on the left in the foreground. Next to
the typewriter is a man in a suit and the paper feeding out of the top says "Grand Prize, Highest
Honor, Panama Pacific International Exposition, Awarded to the Underwood Typewriter. In the
background is the water and the Tower of Jewels. At the top of the card is a scroll with "The Giant
Typewriter, Weight 28,000 Pounds./Writing Daily at the Underwood Exhibit,/Palace of Liberal
Arts,/Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, Cal. Condition: Good, Slight wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 273 - Unused Postcard; the front of card is framed with a thin-ridged border, this material is
thicker than the card. Inside the border is a white cloth background with a color stitching/embroidery
of the tower of jewels; colors include seafoam green, yellow, pink, and brown. The top of card is
stitched in red: San Francisco 1915; beneath the tower is stitched in red: Tower of Jewels Labeled on
the back in pencil: J $45.00 Condition: Good,
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$1

Lot # 274 - Unused souvenir postcard "Fountain of Ceres, Court of Four Seasons, Pan.-Pac. Int.
Expo." Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco. with a colorized photograph Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$1

Lot # 275 - . Unused souvenir postcard "Entrance - Palace of Liberal Arts, Pan.-Pac. Int. Expo. San
Francisco with a colorized photograph of the entrance of the Palace of Liberal Arts. In front of the
palace are two cars and a horse and buggy. Published by the Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco.
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 276 - . Souvenir postcard "Festival Hall, Pan.-Pac. Int. Expo. San Francisco" Pacific Novelty
Co., San Francisco with a colorized photograph of the Festival Hall. Has a green one-cent U.S.
postage stamp with profile of George Washington. Postmarked in San Francisco, Cal. on July 21
1915. Has a special cancellation "World's Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915" over the stamp.
Condition: Good (Some discoloration on the back.)
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 277 - Postcard "Court of Abundance, Pan.-Pac. Int. Expo. San Francisco" Pacific Novelty Co.,
San Francisco. Unused souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the Court of Abundance.
Designed by Louis C. Mullgardt.. Orange trees in bearing are in the foreground. Condition:
Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7
Lot # 278 - Postcard "Chinese Pavilion, Pan.-Pac. Int. Expo. San Francisco" Pacific Novelty Co., San
Francisco. Unused souvenir postcard with a color drawing of the Chinese Pavilion. Description on
back: The Chinese Pavilion is representative of the Forbidden City surrounded by a reproduction of
the Great Walls. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 7

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 279 - Postcard "Nations of West" Cardinell-Vincent Co., San Francisco, Cal.. Unused official
souvenir post card with a photograph of the statue "Nations of the West" against a black background.
Published by Cardinell-Vincent Co., San Francisco, Ca. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 280 - Souvenir postcard "Exhibition Palaces at the Pan. Pac. Int. Exposition, San Francisco,
1915 with a colorized photograph Published by Edward H. Mitchell. Has a green one-cent U.S.
postage stamp with a profile of George Washington. Postmarked San Francisco, Cal. on Jul 21 1915
and special cancellation from the "Model Post Office/Panama-Pacific International Exposition."
Condition: Good (Some wear around the edges. Creased in the upper right corner. Dirt in middle.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 281 - Postcard "Glimpse of the Panama Pacific International Expo. from Presidio./The Pan.
Pac. Int. Expo. 1915." Pacific Novelty Co., San Francisco. Unused souvenir postcard with a black
and white photograph of the grounds taken from the Presidio, overlooking the grounds. Description
on back: The Panama-Pacific International Exposition - San Francisco. 1915. Opens February 20 Closes December 4 Condition: Good (Some wear around the edges, particularly on the front.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 282 - . Souvenir postcard "South Portal, Palace of Liberal Arts, Pan. Pac. Int. Expo." Pacific
Novelty Co., San Francisco with a colorized photograph. Description on back: South Portal, Palace
of Liberal Arts, Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, February 20 to December 4,
1915. Has a green one-cent U.S. postage stamp with a profile of George Washington. Postmarked in
Modesto, Cal. on Mar 7 1916. Condition: Good (Some wear.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 283 - Postcard "Y.W.C.A. Building/Pan.-Pac. Int. Exposition/San Francisco, 1915" CardinellVincent Co., San Francisco, Ca.. Unused official souvenir postcard with a sepia tone photograph of
the Y.W.C.A. Building with water in the foreground. Published by Cardinell-Vincent Co., San
Francisco, Ca. Condition: Excellent (Some slight wear around the edges.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 284 - Official souvenir postcard "New York State Building/Pan.-Pac. Int. Exposition/San
Francisco, 1915" Cardinell-Vincent Co., San Francisco, Ca.. Black and white photograph of the New
York State Building. Address and note are illegible. Has a green one-cent U.S. postage stamp with a
profile image of George Washington with special cancellation "World's Panama-Pacific Exposition
1915". Condition: Good (Creased across the front. Partial cancellation across the front.)
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (285 to 288)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 285 - Original Ink Drawing of "Foreign Arts and Pan-Pacific Buildings" with "PanamaCalifornia International Exposition San Diego California 1915" under the picture. Pictures the
buildings in black, gray and white. The artist created a graph in pencil in the background. On the side
was recently written "orig artist drawing for woven label". Whether this was for a silk or a sampler
that the buyer would sew, it is well done and certainly a one of a kind. Size: 12 7/8" wide by 11"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a fold and tear in the middle.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 286 - Brass Badge with "Souvenir" on the bar at top. Hanging below is a seminude woman
sitting on a crescent moon with a shield on her lap. On the moon is written "Panama California
Exposition". On the shield is written "San Diego", above it is "1915". Size: 1 3/4" wide by 2 1/2"
high. Condition: Fine with wear to most of the finish on the bottom piece.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 287 - Small souvenir shell spoon with faint writing in the bowl of the spoon "Abalone Shell
Spoon" "No. 405/2 Souvenir." In the original white box with green ribbon with an oversized postage
stamp on the top and right side. The postage stamp has several buildings against a dark blue
background with "San Diego Exposition" in the upper left corner and "1915" in the lower right
corner. Condition: Good, Writing on the spoon is barely visible in places. Some dirt on the box.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 288 - Souvenir postcard number 4451 "Formal Gardens and North Side of Southern Counties
Building, Panama-California Exposition, San Diego, 1915 with the colorized image of the formal
gardens with the north side of the Southern Counties Building in the background. Copyright 1914 by
Panama-California Exposition. Published by I. L. Eno, San Diego, Cal. Has a green one cent U.S.
postage stamp with the profile of George Washington. Postmarked on the U.S.S. Missouri on Jul 30
1915. Condition: Good (Stains in the lower right corner of the reverse side of the card.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1925 Exposition Des Arts Decoratifs (289 to 291)
The Art Deco movement was introduced at this fair in Paris

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 289 - "L'Illustration" magazine, subtitled "Exposition Des Arts Decoratifs" dated "25 April
1925". This magazine has 36 pages of pictures (color and black and white) and information about the
fair, 6 pages of other news and 64 pages of ads. The magazine is written in French. Size: 12" wide by
15 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a tear in the cover (and a fold) and some damage to the
spine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 290 - Postcard with Black and white picture of "Vue Generale de L'Exposition des Arts
Decoratifs" (a general view of the Art Deco Fair grounds). Condition: Very Fine with slight corner
damage. The card is Unused.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 291 - Postcard with Black and White picture of "Pavillon Tcheco-Slovaque", "Exposition des
Arts Decoratifs" (Czechoslovakia Pavilion). Condition: Very Good with a little paper loss at the
bottom. Unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (292 to 302)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 292 - Electric lamp- glass in the shape of the Liberty Bell, the glass of the Bell is clear, with
metal upper/support beams and rectangular base. Bell and upper beam can swing back and forth.
Inscribed in block capital letters on glass: Pass and Stow - to proclaim liberty throughout all the land
unto all the inhabitants thereof - by order of the assembly of the province of Pennsylvania for the
statehouse in Philada. - The upper beam is detailed with ridges imitating the grain of wood on the
Liberty Bell, and the side beams are decorated on the top and bottom with a leaf-like pattern. The
base is inscribed souvenir the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition 1776 Philadelphia 1926
150 years of American independence. White ceramic outlet is found inside the Bell to fit a light bulbpresently lamp contains a small, triangular white bulb. The inside is visible revealing screws and
wires. - the underside of rectangular platform is hollow. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 293 - Metal container (brass covered with gold color) etched with multiple floral patterns and
leaves; lid present which opens via two wide hinges found in the back; the lid is thick with a curved
upper handle, also decorated with a round flower and leaves; atop the lid, in the center is ... Size:
Depth: 1.25 inches, Height: 4 inches, Length: 4 inches, Width: 2.75 inches. Condition: Very Fine
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 294 - Pin. Miniature metal pin of the Liberty Bell without its upper support beam. Engraved
unto the Bell in block lettering, from top to bottom: sesqui 1926 centennial. Also visible is the crack
and the back shows indentations of front engraving. Fastened to the miniature Bell is a ... Size:
Height: 0.75 inch, Length: 0.5 inch (measurement of length of straight pin: .75"). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$4

Lot # 295 - Celluloid Button for "Festival Chorus", "Sesqui-Centennial" with a picture of
"Independence Hall" in the top half and the Liberty Bell with "1926" around it on the bottom half.
The center of the button has a picture of the "Sesquicentennial Stadium". Colors are red, blue and
yellow on a white background. Size: 2 1/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with very light
overall age darkening and wear on the metal back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 296 - Metal bell with a red, white, and blue wide, cloth ribbon. The bell is a miniature of the
Liberty Bell. Imprinted into the metal on one side: Liberty Bell 1776 1926-there appears to be a
scratch, but this may represent the crack in the Bell. The ... Size: Diameter: 3.125 inches, Height: 3.5
inches, Length: 3.5 inches. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 297 - Metal bell which is a miniature version of the Liberty Bell. A faded, American flag made
of thin cloth is interwoven into the upper portion of the bell. There is an indentation in the metal
forming an outside border at the top of the bell, and at the ... Size: Depth: 1 inch, Height: 1.75 inches,
Width: 1.313 inches. Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 298 - Bicycle Flag Holder. Heavy metal flag holder-design is of the Liberty Bell centered in
the framed supports. These supports are painted a baby blue while the Bell is painted gold. There are
two flat nail heads located at the top left and right side of the frame-two of these same nails are
located on the bottom frame in the center. The bottom frame is inscribed in the gold painted metal:
Sesquicentennial 1776 Phila. 1926. Three holes exist on the top of the frame to hold small flags.
-The back of this piece is painted entirely baby blue, inscribed patent pending
-A metal attachment is affixed to the back on the lower section of the frame by two nails with square
metal reinforcements. A long screw with a metal square for tightening is found on the end. Material:
Cast Iron flag holder and steel bicycle bracket. Size: 4.5 inches by 4 inches Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 299 - Booklet "Official Sesqui-Centennial Daily Program and Guide". Thirty-two numbered
pages, black and white program guide to the sesqui-centennial celebration. Information includes
different types of tour, Size: 6" x 9" Condition: Good (The front and back cover are showing wear in
regards to the edges: paper is folded at the corners, and small tears are present. Subtle staining on the
lower left hand side, and the back cover, at the outside edges.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 300 - Booklet "Pictoral History of the United States- Looking Back from Coolidge to
Columbus". Sixty-four page booklet with black and white prints accented by green tints, with
informative captions found beneath each picture Images in the booklet include historical buildings
and figures. Size: 9.5" x 7.75" (l x h). Condition: Good (The covers show wrinkling at the edges as
well as tiny tears; Also, on the right hand side, near the bottom is a medium-sized black mark
(resembling the look of watercolor); and in the center, bottom, is a small red horizontal style mark.)
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 301 - Registration Application: A rectangular paper booklet which folds out to reveal, drawn in
brown ink, replicas of buildings and historically important venues within Philadelphia between 1730
and 1790. Included is an application for visitors from various organizations to register with the
Women's Committee. On the bottom of the cover reads: reproduced by The Women's Committee
Mrs. J. Willis Martin, Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 302 - Booklet "The Pennsylvania Railroad" . Documentary artifact sharing information at the
Philadelphia Sesqui-Centennial regarding the history of The Pennsylvania Railroad. This booklet is
equipped with detailed written information (in black, block, ink) concerning its past involvement in
exhibitions and the Railroad's innovations. These descriptions are accompanied by black ... Size: 20
pages; 3.5" x 6" (l x h). Condition: Good
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1930 Liege Exposition (303 to 303)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 303 - Large Brass Medal. Obverse: Topless woman sitting on the ground with a raised hand
that looks like she has just finished writing "Exposition Internationale" around the edge. In the center
is also "De Liege 1930". Reverse: 2 men in a lab with a microscope and book on the table and
buildings pictured outside the window. "J. Fonson" is written into the side edge. Size: 2 3/4"
diameter. Condition: Fine, there is overall wear and a few dark spots.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1931 Exposition Coloniale Paris (304 to 304)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 304 - "Guide Officiel", "Paris 1931" , "Exposition Coloniale Internationale" Guide book. This
soft cover guidebook has 208 pages, all in French, containing everything you need to know about the
wonderful colonial exposition. Size: 5" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, with some damage
(tears and small spots of paper loss) to the covers, a little edge staining and bent corners. This book
was well used by the original owner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (305 to 429)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 305 - 11" cast metal two piece Toy Bus from Greyhound Lines. Cab is painted blue, pulling a
white trailer. On top of the trailer in blue "A Century of Progress/Chicago 1933/GMC Greyhound
Lines." Real rubber tires. Model of the Greyhound Intra-Fair Bus used to transport visitors around
the fairgrounds. Condition: Good, Paint is missing in places and has a few scratches. Tires are dirty
with some cracks in them. Structure of the bus is sound with no missing pieces.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 306 - Wooden Still Bank made from tree limb; Century of Progress 1933; decorated with
image of Fort Dearborn Condition: Good - surface dirt; image is slightly worn
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 307 - Cast Still Bank in the shape of Fort Dearborn with bottom of the bank missing. Engraved
on one panel of the fort: "Souvenir of/Chicago/World's Fair/1833-1934/Fort/Dearborn." Condition:
Fair, Bottom is missing. Small pieces are broken off around the coin slot.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 308 - Blue Plate with image of "Federal Building and Hall of Science" in the center and
pictures of 8 buildings around the edge including: "Agricultural Building", "Electrical Building",
"Transportation Building", "Sky Ride", "Fort Dearborn", "Avenue of Flags", "General Exhibits
Bldgs.", and "Hall of Science". On the back marked "Made in Great Britain", "Royal Semi
Porcelain" "England Ridgway" logo, "Made exclusively for Mutual China Company Indianapolis".
An uncommon plate. Size: 10 9/16"diameter. Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 309 - Rectangle silver metal compact with white background and raised "Star of Arcturus"
1933 logo on top; inside has mirror and rouge Condition: Excellent, Still contains some rouge
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 310 - Round Candy Tin with picture of the Sky Ride and other buildings inside a red, white
and blue ribbon with "A Century of Progress 1934" written in it and the ribbon is held by the "I Will"
woman with "DeMet's" below her. Around the edge of the tin are a red, white and blue stripe with
pastries pictured in black in the white stripe. "Net Wt. 2 LBS." and "Mail orders to DeMet's 312 W.
Madison St. Chicago". DeMet's was a chain of confectionaries in the Chicago area. Their Chocolate
Turtle was the candy that made them famous. Size: 7 7/8" diameter by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Fine,
there is some wear on the top and the sides and the top is a bit wavy (a little bent).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 311 - "A&P" "Carnival" hand fan with drawing by "Tony Sarg". The front pictures a cow
jumping over a building. The reverse has written "A Century of Progress:, "A&P Carnival Chicago
World's Fair 1933" inside a ring of fruit and the logo at the top. Size: 11 7/16" tall by 8" Wide.
Condition: Would be Very Fine except there is a piece broken out of the side and tape reinforcing a
piece on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 312 - Brown pottery stein with reflief images of city of Chicago; 1933 Size: 5" x 3.5" diam.
Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 313 - Brass colored metal letter opener with "Star of Arcturus" 1933 logo with red background
adhered to the handle; decorative design embossed around edges of handle Size: 7.75" x 1"
Condition: Very good - minor wear to the finish
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 314 - Tan leather bag of "Master Marbles," containing five large 1" diameter marbles; bag has
design a sailor and a soldier, next to a box with a globe on top "Century of
Progress/Chicago/1833/Master Marbles"; originally part of a game Size: 5" x 3.5" Condition: Good some wear; fraying to drawstrings at top
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125
Lot # 315 - Wonderful Black & White Photo of a marching band "15th National American Legion
Parade", "A Century of Progress Chicago '33" in silver colored wooden frame. The band is at the
waterfront with boats and buildings, people and flags in background. "138 Biddeford, ME" written
under one of the drummers. Sticker on the back "From N. Snellenburg & Co., Inc. Size: 10 ¼” wide
by 6 ½” high. Frame is 12 7/16" wide by 8 11/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with clear strong
focus, detail and no fading, however in the front leaders legs and to his right there are 2 lines of what
appears to be damage which hardly detract from the image and a white spot in the upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
Lot # 316 - Art deco style, silver colored metal letter opener; on front of handle, black images of Hall
of Science (left), "Star of Arcturus" logo, 1934 (center), Travel & Transport Bldg. (right); on reverse
of handle, black images of Travel & Transport Bldg. (left), "Star of Arcturus logo, 1934 (center),
Federal Bldg. ... Size: 7.5" x .75" Condition: Fair -significant wear and loss to the finish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 317 - Silver colored metal letter opener with oval pieces (similar to those used on a pocket
knife) attached to create the handle; on front of handle is decorative floral design and "A Century of
Progress/Chicago 1934"; on reverse is same design "Made in Czechslovakia" Size: 9" x .5"
Condition: Fair - significant loss to the finish, mainly on the end of the blade
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$6

$ 25

$ 15

$5

$5

Lot # 318 - Set of 2 clear glass, bullet shaped Salt & Pepper shakers with black bands and "A
Century of Progress/Chicago 1933" on each with black metal top Size: 3.25" x 1.25" diam.
Condition: Very good - been used
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 319 - Set of 2 wood barrel shaped Salt & Pepper shakers and original box; painted yellow with
green "Star of Arcturus" 1934 logo in center, brass bands and tops; by Tarson Co. Chicago Size: 2" x
1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - minor wear/loss to paint (mainly on bottom); two light brown
stains to box
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 320 - Bookmark made up of two ribbons, one white and one navy/black with brass rectangular
plate in the middle; on plate is faux wood background, creating the "Star of Arcturus" 1933 logo
Size: 6.25" x 1" Condition: Very good - fading to the dark ribbon
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 321 - Silver colored metal bookmark with triangle at top; embossed on triangle is globe
attached to box-like device labeled "Chemical Elements"; tapered end with cut-out paper marker
"Chicago 1934 A Century of Progress" Size: 6" x 1.5" Condition: Fair - significant loss to finish on
both sides, but is very attractive so might be intentional?
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 322 - Triangular brass Bookmark with small clip cut at top to mark place; matte design on a
shiny background; "Star of Arcturus" logo dated 1933; center is the image of the Front Dearborn
Condition: Fair, Some wear/rust to finish; scratches
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 323 - 1934 Century of Progress "Phot-O-Coin"; round aluminum hinged pieces with paper
pull-out with 20 black and white images of the fair; embossed on front: "Star of Arcturus" logo;
reverse: embossed image of "Federal Building/Hall of States" in center; made by Franklin Specialty
Co., Chicago. Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Excellent - very minor areas of rusting
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 324 - Oversize brass colored metal skeleton key with "Hall of Science Chicago" at top on one
side and "Travel & Transport 1933" on the other. On the teeth is written "key to Chicago Worlds
Fair" on one side and "A Century of Progress 1933" on the other. Size: 8 3/8" x 2 7/16" Condition:
Extremely Fine with age toning to the top and edge of the teeth.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 325 - Silver "Mechanical Match" in original box; shaped like a small book, has a twist out
striker and metal strike pad along the right side; front has blue enamel "Star of Arcturus" 1934 logo;
back has image of "General Motors Building"; box contains original instructions; made by Match
King, Chicago Size: 2.25" x 1.25" Condition: Very good - minor scratches to finish; loose to paper
covering top of box, repairs to box corner
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$7

Lot # 326 - Brass "Mechanical Match" (labeled at top); shaped like a small book, has a twist out
striker and metal strike pad at the bottom; front has design of Sky Ride "Chicago World's Fair"; back
has image of "Federal Bldg." Size: 1.5" x 1" x .5" Condition: Good - edges show attempt to be pry it
open
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 327 - Brass holder for wooden matchbox with etched faux wood design of Sky Ride Tower on
front, Travel Building on reverse, and "Star of Arcturus" 1934 logo on one side; contains a few
wooden matches Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x .5" Condition: Excellent - wear to the stike pad
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 328 - Brass holder for wooden matchbox with black enamel background on front and back; on
front is color design with stylized buildings "A Century of Progress/Chicago/1933"; reverse is blank
Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x .5" Condition: Very good - minor wear to finish; strike pad is lightly used
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 329 - Aluminum holder for wooden matchbox with etched design of the Hall of Science on
front and Electrical Building on reverse; on one side is the "Star of Arcturus" logo dated 1934;
contains Vulcan matchbox with a few wooden matches Size: 1.75" x 1.25" x .5" Condition: Excellent
- mint strike pad
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 330 - Unused cardboard matchbook with color image of the Hall of Science Tower in center on
a gold background; info about building inside cover; #9 of set Size: 2" x 1.5" Condition: Very good never used, minor wear
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 331 - Silver plate metal "Giant Grip" Belt Buckle with blue enamel "Star of Arcturus" 1934
logo set at the base of an Art Deco style building; on original merchandising card Size: 1.5" x 1.25"
Condition: Fair - wear and scratches to finish; creases to the merchandising card
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 332 - Pot Metal Tray with raised image of the "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair".
Around the edge is a flower pattern. The back is marked "Made in Japan". Size: 5 1/4' wide by 3
15/16" high. Condition: Very Good, the brass coloring is mostly rubbed of f and the image is a little
worn.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 333 - Walnut shell "World's Fair in a Nutshell" with small black and white photos of Fair
scenes and short descriptions of the scenes on a fold-out paper inside the nut; attached is luggage
type tag with "Star of Arcturus" logo, information about the souvenir and blank address label on the
reverse; 1933 Size: 2" x 1.25" Condition: Good - overall wear and yellowing to the paper
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$1

$ 12

Lot # 334 - Deck of 52 "Century of Progress Playing Cards" with color drawing of the Hall of
Science on an orange background on the front of the card; 1933, in original box with light green
edges Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75" Condition: Very good - minor wear
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 335 - Deck of 54 playing cards with Star of Arcturus logo in white and purple on a black
background on the back of each card. On the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the
Fair. Includes 1 joker picturing the "Giant Gorilla of 'The World a Million Years Ago'" and one card
with the card's manufacturer plant ("Western Playing Card Company") pictured on it with the
playing card back. In the original box with the Star of Arcturus logo in the same coloring as on the
cards. "World's Fair Souvenir Playing Cards" on top of the box. Size: 3 7/8" x 2 1/2" x 3/4"
Condition: Cards are Extremely Fine, box is fine with tape repairs to the edges of the aprons.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 336 - Official 1934 deck of 52 playing cards with view down the Avenue of Flags done in
yellow, red and green; on the reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the Fair, photos by
Kaufman-Fabry; also includes joker and index to scene each card; in original box with view of front
of the cards on top Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75" Condition: Excellent - very minor wear to box; cards in
mint condition.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 337 - Deck of 52 playing cards with modified "Star of Arcturus" logo (globe in center) done in
light green on purple background on front; on reverse of each card is a different b&w scene of the
Fair; 1933; also includes joker, card with rules for Contract Bridge Scoring and ad for the Western
Playing Card Company; in original box Size: 2.5" x 3.75" x .75" Condition: Very good - minor wear
to edges of box
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 338 - Deck of 52 playing cards with coloring drawing of the Avenue of Flags with the Hall of
Science in the background on front of card; 1934; in original box Size: 3.75" x 2.5" x .75" Condition:
Good - wear, mainly to the bottom of box; clear tape repair (?) to bottom of box
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 339 - Six-sided silver plated metal Napkin Ring with raised design of fair buildings on five
sides and similar "Star of Arcturus" type logo and "Souvenir/World's Fair/Chicago/1933-1934" on
sixth side Size: 1.5" x 1.75" diam. Condition: Poor - significant loss/flaking to the finish
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 340 - Round brass napkin ring with white enamel background; has images of "Byrd's Ship,"
"Travel Building," Star of Arcturus 1933 logo, and "Golden Pavilion of Jehol" around band Size:
1.25" x 1.75" diam. Condition: Excellent - little to no wear
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 341 - Half-moon shaped, silver colored metal napkin ring with thin band, decorative edges and
"Star of Arcturus" 1934 logo in the center Size: .5" x 2.25" x 1" Condition: Good - wear/tarnish to
the finish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 342 - Half-moon shaped, silver colored metal Napkin Ring; design of six fair buildings around
the band with logo similar to the Start of Arcturus logo "World's Fair/Chicago 1934" logo in the
center Size: 1" x 2" x 1.5" Condition: Good - some wear to the finish (brass metal showing through)
along corners; other general wear
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$4

$2

Lot # 343 - Clear glass souvenir Bottle, embossed with "Century of Progress 1833-1933" with GM
building. The bottle is empty. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 344 - Empty box of incense from the Lama Temple; original 1933 date is covered with sticker
with "1934" on it; written in pencil on inside of lid "A Gift From Ann Crossett Oct. 8, 1934" Size:
3.75" x 2.75" x .75" Condition: Excellent - empty, minor wear; top still attached to bottom along
right side by sticker with directions on it
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 345 - Small black oval shaped "Foto-Reel" viewer with 30 black and white images of
Exposition buildings. Made by Allied Products Co. This is the viewer only, no box. Size: 4 7/8" by 2
5/8" by 2 1/8" to the edge of the turn knob. Condition: The viewer is Very Fine. The pictures on the
reel are excellent, clear and bright.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 346 - Tea ball/infuser made of steel shaped like a kettle and attached to chain from top is round
metal disc, engraved with "Federal Building" on one side and "Hall of Science" on reverse; stamped
"Made in Japan" on bottom. Size: Kettle 1 3/4" by 1 1/4" by 1" tall. Overall length from end of kettle
to end of disk is 5". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 347 - Celluloid tape measure produced "Compliments of Sears, Roebuck and Co.";
grayscale/silver drawing of Sears building at the Fair on one side and on the other is the "Star of
Arcturus" logo dated 1933 Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Very Fine - two minor yellow spots on one
side
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 348 - Cast metal thermometer in the shape of the Havoline Tower, painted light green;
complete with original cardboard shipping cylinder; outside dated 1933, therm dated 1933-1934
Condition: Very Good, Minor wear to both cylinder and to paint of thermometer
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 349 - Gold colored, metal framed hanging with Thermometer at left and color postcard of the
Travel and Transport Building at the right; matted silver background; "Century of Progress 1934"
Size: 5.25" x 7" Condition: Very good - minor wear throughout; five areas where top layer of paper
is missing on reverse side of frame
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 350 - Silver colored, metal framed hanging with Thermometer at left and color postcard of the
Federal Building at the right; matted silver background; "Souvenir of/A Century of Progress - 1933"
Size: 5.25" x 7" Condition: Very good - minor wear throughout
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 351 - Thermometer on Oversize bronze metal Skeleton Key with Hall of Science cut out at top
and "Star of Arcturus" 1933 logo; has thermometer at bottom; threads of key are in shape of Chicago
buildings Condition: Very Good, Minor wear to finish
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 352 - Dustpan and Scraper. 2 pieces: First piece is a small metal crumb pan with embossed
images from left to right, top to bottom: Hall of Science; Field Museum of/Natural History; John G.
Shedd Memorial/Aquarium, Chicago/The Adlee Planetarium,/Grant Park, Chicago. Second piece is a
smaller pan (to brush the crumbs into the pan) with decorative edging and engraved with "Souvenir
of/Chicago World's Fair." Condition: Excellent, Minimal tarnishing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 353 - Child-size silver metal mug with embossed designs of the Hall of Science, Travel and
Transport Building, Electrical Group, and Federal Building;"1933 World's Fair Chicago 1934" at
top; on bottom "34A42/N.Shure Co./Importers/Chicago/Made in Japan" Size: 1.75" x 2.5" diam.
Condition: Fair - areas of wear/tarnish to finish
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 354 - Silver metal tie tack with black enamel "Star of Arcturus" 1933 logo Condition: Good,
Some wear to enamel
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 355 - Gold colored metal tie tack with raised "Star of Arcturus" center w/black enamel outer
ring Condition: Good, Wear to the gold coloring
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 356 - Gold colored metal Tie Clip with raised "Star of Arcturus" center w/blue enamel
background and outer ring Condition: Very Good, Minor wear
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 357 - Sterling Silver bracelet with Star of Arcturus logo and "A Century of Progress Chicago"
in the center medallion. Marked "Lebolt" on the back. Size: 7 1/4" long. Medallion is 3/4" long by
1/2" wide. Condition: Very Fine there is a light wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 358 - Silver color Bracelet w/7 links, all embossed with image of Hall of Science Condition:
Good, Tarnished
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 359 - Adjustable Metal Ring with embossed picture of "Travel and Transport" building
"Chicago" with "1933" on both sides. Size: 15/16" by 9/16". The face is 9/16" high by 7/16" wide.
Condition: Fine with dark toning overall.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$2

Lot # 360 - Celluloid pinback w/yellow background and orange lettering
"Hello/"Simoniz"/1933/Century of Progress" Condition: Good, Wear to finish on reverse side
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 361 - Round pewter pendant with the "Star of Arcturus" logo embossed, "1933" and "A
Century of Progress Chicago"; made by Green Duck Co. Size: 1" diam. Condition: Very good - some
darkening, tarnish
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 362 - Round silver colored metal pendant with embossed eagle and shield in the center and
around the outside "Chicago World's Fair 1893-1933"; reverse is flat Size: 1" Condition: Good some gold discoloration in background, around engraving on front; wear to finish, uneven surface
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 363 - Bronze Medal. Obverse: Bust of "A. Lincoln" (written below). Reverse: Image of Log
Cabin in center with "Souvenir Lincoln Exhibit" above and "Century of Progress", "Chicago 1933"
below. In small writing at the bottom is "Greenduck Chicago". Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 364 - Brass Medal. Obverse: "Century of Progress" at top, image of a car with "Air Flow
Chrysler 1934" below. Reverse: "10th Anniversary" at top, image of car below, "of the Chrysler Car
1924" at bottom. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some light surface tin pest.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 365 - Brass Medal. Obverse: Bust of Native American in full headdress in the center with "A
Century of Progress Exposition Souvenir" around the edge. Reverse: Image of "Fort Dearborn" in the
center with "Chicago Illinois 1933" around the edge. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent with
very light toning. Hole is NOT original.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$4

Lot # 366 - Elongated rolled Lincoln cent (1917) picturing "Ford Motor Exhibit" building "World's
Fair Chicago 1934". Size: 1 7/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning.
The reverse is very clear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 367 - Elongated rolled Lincoln cent (1921) picturing an American Indian in headdress with Tee
Pees and other structures; "American Indian Villages" above and "Chicago World's Fair" below.
Size: 1 5/16" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Fine, there is corrosion on the mouth otherwise it would
be extremely fine and there is overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

$4

Lot # 368 - Silver colored metal token with Travel and Transport Building embossed on front with
two small holes on the bottom; reverse side is smooth Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Fair - significant
wear to the finish on the front, some wear to the back
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 369 - Gold colored metal token "Jeffrey Good Luck charm"; embossed on both sides with
various "good luck" symbols in center and various good omens "health, wellness, success" etc.
around the outside edge; in center of front is colored overlay with "Star of Arcturus" logo and "A
Century of Progress", dated 1933 Size: 1.5" diam. Condition: Excellent - minor wear
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 370 - Bronze colored metal token; front: embossed "Star of Arcturus" logo, dates 1833 1934,
and "Souvenir/A Century of Progress"; reverse: embossed bird's eye view of the Fair grounds Size:
1.25" diam. Condition: Good - wear to the finish (red showing through) in areas
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 371 - Bronze colored metal token; front: embossed image of robed woman and young person
on knees in front and "Hoover Electric Cleaner"; reverse: exhibit building and "Century of Progress
1934/Souvenir of the Hoover Exhibit" Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Fair - dark brown areas of
staining on front and back; wear to finish
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8
Lot # 372 - Bronze colored medal; front: embossed "Star of Arcturus" logo, date 1933, and "A
Century of Progress Chicago"; reverse: embossed good luck symbols including horseshoe, elephant
and swastika in center and "Good Luck" at top and "World's Fair" at bottom Size: 1.25" diam.
Condition: Very good - some wear to finish
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$2

$3

Lot # 373 - Union Pacific aluminum "Lucky Piece" with embossed image of bullet train in center,
dated 1934; on reverse side "A Sample/of the aluminum/in the new/Union Pacific Train/Built
by/Pullman Car & Mfg. Corp./Aluminum Co. of America." Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 374 - Bronze medal with art deco design on front "Ford/A Century of Progress Chicago";
reverse: similar design in center with gear around the outside edge, "Ford Exposition/1934" Size:
1.25" diam. Condition: Very good - minor wear to finish around design
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 375 - Round, gold colored metal watch fob with embossed portrait of "Franklin
Roosevelt/President of the United States" on front; reverse: "Star of Arcturus" logo embossed in
center, "1933-34/A Century of Progress Chicago." Size: 1.25" diam. Condition: Good - darkening to
the metal in areas on the reverse side, no leather strap
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18
Lot # 376 - Large rectangle brown tapestry Throw Rug showing panoramic view of the Fair grounds
in tans, light and dark browns; light brown fringe along the left and right edges Size: 49.75" x 78"
Condition: Good - small areas of wear, discoloration and minor loss throughout; area of red staining
along top right edge; minor fraying to edges; large water type stain in upper and lower right corners only visible on reverse side
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$5

$ 10

Lot # 377 - Pink ladies' handkerchief with embroidered "Tower of Light/Chicago/World's
Fair/1933"; fringe at top and bottom Size: 14.5" x 8" Condition: Good - light staining around design
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 378 - White "Japanese silk" handkerchief with border of four brown and one light orange lines.
On the center are numerous brown and orange circle and star designs. In one corner is the "Star of
Arcturus" logo and printed "1933/Japanese Silk." Condition: Excellent, Creased from being folded.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 379 - White "Japanese silk" handkerchief with large light brown border. In the center and in
three of the corners are light brown and orange linear designs. In the fourth corner is the "Star of
Arcturus" logo and printed "1933/Japanese Silk." Condition: Excellent, Creased from being folded.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 380 - White "Japanese silk" handkerchief with light blue border with dark blue decorative swirl
design. In one corner is the "Star of Arcturus" logo and printed "1933/Japanese Silk." Condition:
Excellent, Creased from being folded.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 381 - White "Japanese silk" handkerchief with large light blue/green border. In the center and
in three of the corners are light blue/green and dark blue linear designs. In the fourth corner is the
"Star of Arcturus" logo and printed "1933/Japanese Silk." Condition: Very Good, Coloring is
uneven. Creased from being folded.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 382 - White cotton souvenir handkerchief with multi-colored embroidery of a couple dancing
in one of the corners. Printed in red around the design "Chicago World's Fair 1933/Belgian Village."
Condition: Very Good, Creased from being folded. Slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 383 - Large red felt pennant the multicolor design with an eagle in the center, an overview of
Enchanted Island on the left and the Administration Building on the right. Printed about design "A
Century of Progress/World's Fair/1933" and below "International Exposition." Along the remaining
length of the pennant in white "Chicago." Condition: Very Good, Slightly faded.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$3

$6

Lot # 384 - Single ticket stub #D 886974 for Century of Progress, 1934; on right side is admission
ticket for Tunisia Condition: Excellent - minimal wear around edges
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 385 - Book of 5 used ticket stubs for admission to Fort Dearborn; souvenir of membership in
WF Legion; 1933 Condition: Good - 5 tickets and back cover are missing
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 386 - Small card "Certificate of Attendance" for Closing Day, October 31, 1934; show scene of
people in gondola in foreground and fountain in the backgroud Condition: Very Good - slight wear
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 387 - "Official Guide Book of the Fair" dated 1933. Contains detailed information about the
fair as well numerous black and white photographs. Includes fold-out map of the Exposition grounds
inside the front cover. Inside the booklet is an order form for copies of the guide (between pages 190
and 191). Published by A Century of Progress, Administration Building, Chicago. Condition: Good,
Some light wear around the edges and general surface dirt on the covers.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 388 - Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending August 19, 1933; guide to Fair
grounds and events; 34 p. Condition: Very Good - light wear; gray stain along right edge of front
cover
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 389 - Official World's Fair Weekly for the week ending September 16, 1933; guide to Fair
grounds and events; 34 p. Condition: Very Good - light wear/dirt
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 390 - Handbill for "the Indian Ceremonies and Dances in the American Indian Village at the
foot of the Mayan Temple 31st STreet", "At the Century of Progress". Size: 8 15/16" wide by 6"
high. Condition: Very Good, Fading and tears around the edge. An unusual flyer.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 391 - Tri-fold brochure about the "New World's Fair Art Exhibition for 1934" at the Art
Institute of Chicago; includes photographs of many works in the center and information about
visiting; on yellowed paper Condition: Good - creased from being folded 3 times horizontally
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 392 - Fold-out booklet "Building the 1934 Chevrolet with Body by Fisher At The Fair"; 2
pages that fold open; includes diagram of assembly line, with b&w photos of assembly process and
short descriptions of each step; back cover has ad for car Condition: Good - creased vertically from
being folded in half; other minor creasing and wear; some yellowing
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 393 - "Diet Dentistry Dentifrice" Booklet from the Three "D" Oral Educational Exhibit;
information about teeth with color illustrations; 14 p.; produced by the Iodent Company Condition:
Very Good, Very good - some minor brown staining to back cover; minor wear
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 394 - Tri-fold/fold-out brochure "Guide to the Fair Chicago 1934" produced by Ford Motor
Company; includes map of Chicago and Fair grounds; on the inside is an advertisement for
Greenfield Village and tours of the Ford plant including numerous black and white photos Size: 9" x
4" Condition: Very good - minor wear at edges.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 395 - Unused vertical colored postcard #609 "Circular Court of the Electrial Building"
w/description of scene on reverse side; by Arena Photo Post Card Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 396 - Unused colored photo postcard #X-154 "Swiss Village" showing overhead view; dated
1934; description on reverse side; made by American Colortype for Max Rigot Selling Agency Size:
3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 397 - Unused colored photo postcard #X-173 "Enchanted Island" showing an overhead view;
dated 1934; description on reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 398 - Used colored vertical photo postcard #X-175 "Texaco's Giant Thermometer"; dated
1934; description on reverse side; message about Fair and green 1 cent Ft. Dearborn postage stamp;
made by American Colortype for Max Rigot Selling Agency Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Very good
- black postal lines on front; slight yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 399 - Unused colored photo postcard #X-171 "Electrical Group"; dated 1934; description on
reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 400 - Used colored photo postcard #X-164 "Chrysler Motors Exhibit"; dated 1934; description
on reverse side; message about Fair and green 1 cent Yosemite postage stamp; made by American
Colortype for Max Rigot Selling Agency Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 401 - Used colored photo postcard #X-158 "General Exhibits Group"; dated 1934; description
on reverse side; message about Fair and green 1 cent Yosemite postage stamp; made by American
Colortype for Max Rigot Selling Agency Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - black postal lines
on front; slight yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 402 - Used colored photo postcard #363 "The Belgian Village, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; message about Fair and WF cancellation; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 403 - Used colored photo postcard #373 "The Chrysler Motors Building and Pool, Chicago
World's Fair"; description on reverse side; addressed, but not sent w/no message; by Gerson Bros.
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 404 - Unused colored photo postcard #344 "Illinois Host Building to the left, Soldiers' Field
Colonnade to the right, Chicago World's Fair"; description on reverse side; by Gerson Bros. Size:
3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 405 - Unused Postcard with color image of "The Italian Pavilion" with the number "606", On
the back it is marked "Chicago World's Fair, 1933" and printed by "Arena Photo Post Card Co.,
Chicago". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good because it has some brown stains
near the bottom.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 406 - Unused colored photo postcard #324 "Federal Building and States Group, Chicago
World's Fair" showing view across the Lagoon at night; description on reverse side; by Gerson Bros.
Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 407 - Unused colored vertical photo postcard #312 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair",
showing scene of tower at night; description on reverse side; by Gerson Bros. Size: 5.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 408 - Unused colored photo postcard #342 "Japanese Buildings, Chicago World's Fair"
showing overhead view; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 409 - Unused colored photo postcard #368 "The Entrance, Avenue of Flags, Chicago World's
Fair"; description on reverse side; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 410 - Used colored photo postcard #360 "Agricultural Building, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; message about fair; by Gerson Bros. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Good black postal lines on front; stamp torn off; some yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 411 - Used colored photo postcard #X-159 "Belgian Village"; dated 1934; description on
reverse side; message about Fair; made by American Colortype for Max Rigot Selling Agency Size:
3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good - stamp removed; some running of writing; slight yellowing.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 412 - Unused colored photo postcard #X-169 "United States Government Building and States
Group"; dated 1934; description on reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 413 - Unused colored vertical photo postcard #X-172 "Boat Landing and Pylons"; dated 1934;
description on reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 414 - Unused colored photo postcard #X-177 "Illinois Host Building"; dated 1934; description
on reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 415 - Unused colored postcard #36A40 "Italian Village, Chicago World's Fair"; KaufmannFabry Photo; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent
- slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 416 - Unused vertical colored postcard #36A36 "Fireworks Display Over Lagoon, Chicago
World's Fair" showing scene at night with Federal Building in the background; description on
reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 417 - Used colored postcard #36A32 "Electrical Building by Night, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; message about Fair; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition:
Good - handwriting is smudged and partially gone; yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 418 - Used colored postcard #36A24 "Fountain, Chicago World's Fair"; Kaufmann-Fabry
Photo; description on reverse side; unrelated message; "C.T. Art Colortone" Size: 3.5" x 5.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 419 - Used colored postcard #36A19 "Old Heidelberg, Chicago World's Fair"; description on
reverse side; message about Fair; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Very good stamp removed; area of black ink in center of front.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 420 - Unused vertical colored postcard #36A16 "Giant Thermometer, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; "C.T Art Colortone" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent - slight
yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 421 - Unused vertical colored postcard #36A11 "Hall of Science, Chicago World's Fair";
description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 422 - Unused colored postcard #36A8 "Chrysler Building, Chicago World's Fair"; description
on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 423 - Unused colored postcard #36A3 "Looking South Over the World's Fair
Grounds/Showing the General Exhibits Group in the Foreground"; description on reverse side; "C.T.
Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 424 - Unused colored postcard #X-187 "Night Scene, Giant Fountain"; description on reverse
side; made by American Colortype Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 425 - Used colored vertical postcard #X-184 "Night Scene U.S. Government Bldg.";
description on reverse side; meesage about Fair and green 1 cent Yosemite postage stamp; made by
American Colortype for Woodlawn Service Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 426 - Unused colored vertical photo postcard #X-161 "Black Forest Village" showing an
overhead view; dated 1934; description on reverse side; by American Colortype Co. Size: 5.5" x 3.5"
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 427 - Unused colored postcard #X-186 "Lama Temple, Night Scene"; description on reverse
side; made by American Colortype for Woodlawn Service Co. Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 428 - Used colored postcard #36A2 "Fort Dearborn, Chicago World's Fair"; description on
reverse side; unrelated message; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x 5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 429 - Unused colored postcard #36A7 "Federal Building, Chicago World's Fair" showing
scene with Goodyear blimp in the sky; description on reverse side; "C.T. Art Colortype" Size: 3.5" x
5.5" Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (430 to 433)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 430 - "California Pacific International Exposition Official Guide and Souvenir Program and
Picture Book". This soft cover book contains 84 pages of information about this fair including
attractions such as the "Globe of Death". This is a must for historians who want to know all about the
smaller less popular fairs. Size: 5 1/16" wide by 8 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine because the
cover has paper loss on the man's leg (1 1/2" long by 1/2" at the widest).
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 431 - Flyer for "The Sensation of the San Diego Exposition", "Five Minute Mechanical Foot
Message", "(using Dr. Pyle's Foot Oscillator)" at the "Foot Relief Station Electrical Building", "Put
Wings on your Feet". On the other side is "Today's Program" for "Friday, September 6, 1935" listing
all the events. Printed in black on an orange paper. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 7 1/16" high. Condition:
Very Fine with several edge tears.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 432 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "Entrance to the Patio of the
Palace of Photography and the Hall of Science", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 November 11". The official seal of the fair is also on the back. Size: 3 1/2" wide x 5 1/2" tall.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 433 - Postcard. Marked on back: "Natural Color Post Card", "Entrance to American Tel. & Tel.
Exhibit", "America's Exposition - 1935", "May 29 - November 11". The official seal of the fair is
also on the back. Size: 3 1/2" wide x 5 1/2" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Category: 1935 Brussels International Exposition (434 to 434)
Picture

Description
Lot # 434 - Trade Card for "Brussels World Exhibition 1935" in black, red and green on the front.
The reverse is the Calendar for 1935 with "April - Brussels - November, World Exhibition" on the
bottom. Size: 3 15/16" tall by 2 9/16" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

Minimum
Bid

$3

Category: 1936 Texas Centennial (435 to 435)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 435 - Plate with image of six flags and logo of "Texas Centennial Exposition", "1836", "1936",
"Dallas" in the center. Between the flags is written "Texas Under Six Flags". Around the edge is a
double Gold band and there is also a red band closer to the center. The back is marked "From the Du
Pont 'Wonderful World of Chemistry' Exhibit. Decorated with Dupont Metallic Gold and Ceramic
Colors", "Made in U.S.A.". Size: 8 1/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with some crazing (and
a little sticker residue that will easily clean off).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1936 - 1937 - Cleveland, Ohio - Great Lakes Exposition (436 to 437)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 436 - Blue Enameled Ring with the picture of a boat in the center. "Great Lakes Exposition" is
written above and "Cleveland 1936" is written below. The ring is adjustable. Size: Disk in front is
1/2" diameter. Ring is 13/16" by 3/4" (but these can be changed). Condition: Very Fine with edge
damage to the enamel and wear to the ring's finish.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 437 - "Great Lakes Exposition 1937", "Official Souvenir Guide", "Cleveland", 25 cents. This
spiral bound soft cover booklet contains 64 pages of black and white photos and information about
exhibits and special events at the fair. A must for any fair historian. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 9 1/8" high.
Condition: Would be Very Fine except there is some brown residue stuck to the cover around the
words "Great Lakes" (you can see it in the picture) and a few small scratches in the covers.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (438 to 550)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 438 - Rare Glass Block Book End specifically made for Bayard F. Pope who was a member of
the Board of Directors and Treasurer of the 1939 NYWF. Only 2 of these bookends were made for
each of the Members of the Board of Directors with their initials on it. This one has the initials "BP"
etched in large letters with "This Block was a Part of the New York World's Fair", "1939", "1940"
written below in raised letters (the glass is etched out around the lettering). The sides and back are
bumpy and all the edges are rounded. This would definitely be one of the most important pieces in
any collection. Size: 5" by 5" and 2 1/2" thick. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 1,000 - $ 1,500

$ 300

Lot # 439 - Tall White Lenox Vase with Trylon and Perisphere raised on one side and on the back
are stars at the top. The bottom is marked "Officially Approved N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939",
"Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New York World's Fair Ovington's New York" Size:8
1/2" tall by 3 1/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent, it has a couple of small light brown marks that
look to be under the glaze.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 100

Lot # 440 - Small Lenox Vase or toothpick holder in dark blue china with embossed white Trylon
and Perisphere on one side and eagle on the other side. The bottom is marked "Officially Approved
N.Y.W.F. Inc. Lic.", "1789", "1939", "Lenox made in U.S.A. Designed in Honor of New York
World's Fair Ovington's New York" Size: 2 9/16" diameter by 2 5/8" tall. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 50

Lot # 441 - Tiffany Playing Cards. 2 Decks of cards in the original unopened package marked
"Tiffany & Co." on the back of the box. The back of both decks is displayed on the other side of the
box. One deck pictures the Official flag in front of the Administration Building and the other is the
Trylon and Perisphere at night with spot lights and fireworks in the sky. Size: 5 1/8" by 3 7/8" by 1"
thick. Condition: Cards are Mint in the box and the box is Near Mint with only slight edge dents and
still has the original plastic on the box. You will never find a nicer example of this rare souvenir.
Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500
Lot # 442 - Hall Tea Pot. This cobalt blue tea pot is decorated with a gold Trylon & Perisphere on
each side of the tea pot. The bottom is marked "A genuine Hall China Tea Pot Made in U. S. A. sold
exclusively at New York World's Fair 1940". Size: 9 1/2" from handle end to tip of the spout, 6 1/2"
high to the top of the lid. Condition: Very Fine, there is a small chip at the end of the spout and the
Trylon & Perisphere on one side is scratched a lot, the other side is scratched a little.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250
Lot # 443 - "Kitchen Reminder" Board, "Souvenir of New York World's Fair" in the original box.
The board pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in blue and orange and has 24 preprinted staples listed
You would stick a pin in the hole next to the word as a reminder of what to buy. There are NO pins
with the board. "Manufactured by Newton & Thompson Mfg. Co, Brandon, Vt., U.S.A." Size: 7 1/4"
wide by 11 1/4" high (boards fits snuggly into box). Condition: Near Mint and unused. Box is Very
Fine with some flap damage, staining and damage where a sticker was removed.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 100

$ 50

$ 18

Lot # 444 - This is a round brass dish with blue marbles held around the edge. Inside the center of the
dish says "New York World Fair 1939" with the Trylon and Perisphere. On the back is marked
"Fisher Jewel Tray". Size: 3 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with wear on the image in the
center and the upper edge around the image.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 445 - Pair of Wooden Bookends with the Trylon and Perisphere on each one (Trylon is painted
in blue, yellow and red and the Perisphere is painted in red) with a book shape on the side (to hold up
the books) and buildings painted on behind the T&P and on the side of the books. The base has
written on one bookend "New York" and on the other "World's Fair". They both have a green felt
bottom. A very interesting and uncommon souvenir. Size: Each is 4 3/4" wide by 5 1/2" high by 3
1/8" deep. Condition: Overall Very Fine with the exception that the Perisphere on the left bookend
has about 20% of the red paint missing.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75
Lot # 446 - Set of Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co. "1939 New York World's Fair" flatware with the Trylon &
Perisphere on the handle of every piece in its original wooden case. This set is NOT complete, but
contains place setting for 6 including: 6 dinner forks, 6 dinner knifes, 6 salad forks, 6 spoons, 1
butter knife, 6 soup spoons and 2 serving spoons. Inside the case are 2 stickers: Good Housekeeping
and "Community Plate". This is a nice set and these pieces are much harder to find than the spoons
with the buildings in the bowl. Size: Case is 15 3/4" wide by 11 1/2" deep by 3 3/4" high. Condition:
The flatware is mostly Very Fine to Extremely Fine and the box has some scratches on the outside
and a little damage to the felt inside.
Estimate: $ 200 - $ 400

$ 10

$ 20

$ 50

Lot # 447 - Pink and white ceramic china dinner plate with Trylon and Perisphere "New York
World's Fair 1789 1939" in center; around edge are 6 views of the fair buildings and George
Washington's Bust. On reverse side is stamped "J&G Meakin, England" Size: 10 5/8" diameter
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 18

Lot # 448 - White ceramic Dinner Plate with Trylon and Perisphere in center with musical notes and
flags in the background; edge is red background with gold design; dated 1940 in gold; manufacturer's
stamp for Cronin China Condition: Good - some crazing; minor wear to edges
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 449 - Autograph album in alligatored blue material with Trylon and Perisphere in gold in the
center of the cover and "New York World's Fair 1939" along the top and "Public School 121
Queens" on the bottom. Inside is a picture of the school along with pictures and descriptions of
various buildings at the fair. This book belonged to Carl Kucher. His hero was Ronald Colman and
his motto was "Better Late than Never". Every page has something written on it. Size: 6" wide by 5"
high by 1 1/4" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 450 - "The Time Capsule" booklet. "The book of record of The Time Capsule of Cupaloy
deemed capable of resisting the effects of time for five thousand years. Preserving an account of the
universal achievements embedded in the grounds of the New York World's Fair 1939". This 52 page
book contains the official information as to how to find the capsule, the contents of the capsule, "A
Key to the English Language" and more. Inside the front cover is a hanging piece of paper with "This
is an authentic copy of The Book of Record of the Time Capsule. The edition is limited, and it is not
expected that the book will ever be reprinted in its present permanent form. It is a message to the
future, and should be carefully preserved. If you do not wish to keep it, please send it to a library,
museum or other permanent repository." Signed "Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company". The last page of the book is inscribed in ink "To Chuck McMains with regards from G.
Leonard Gold". This is an important historical document. Size: 6 3/8" wide by 9 9/16" high.
Condition: Very Fine because the front cover is mostly separated and taped back on to the booklet.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 12

$ 25

Lot # 451 - Mechanical Pencil with red and blue image of "Textile Building", "New York World's
Fair", and "©NYWF" on a white marble finished plastic barrel. The top and bottom of the pencil are
blue. Size: 5" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 452 - SyrocoWood ashtray with four cigarette rests and a glass insert that sits in the center. In
the center is the image of the "Communication" building. The lot includes an original "SyrocoWood"
box which may or may not be the original for this piece (it came with the piece, but it is larger than
the piece). Size: Ashtray is 3 15/16" square. Box is 4 1/4" wide by 6 5/8" high by 1 1/4" thick.
Condition: Ashtray and insert are Excellent. The box is Very Good with missing flaps top and
bottom and ripped from top to bottom on one side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 453 - Orange Bakelite Trylon & Perisphere shaped thermometer on a black base. Front of base
is marked "New York World's Fair © N.Y.W.F." Size: 4" tall, 2 1/4" wide by 1 1/8" deep. Condition:
Excellent with a little darkening from age.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 454 - Tin colored metal Cigarette case or Letter case in the shape of an envelope with real 3
cent stamp on top, designed by Harry Richmond (marked inside). The front has an engraved
cancellation "New York N.Y. 1939" (as made) and written on it at time of purchase "Mr. Trumbou,
The Atone House, Humor Springs, Newton, CT". Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 5/16" high. Condition:
Very Fine, because the writing is a little rubbed.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 455 - Deck of playing cards. Back of the card shows "New York World's Fair" with the Trylon
and Perisphere with spotlights. The colors are blue, pink and white. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 3 3/4" high.
Condition: Cards are mint in the original plastic. The box is a Very Fine with wear.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 456 - White plate: "Joint Exhibit of Capitol and Labor, The American Potter - New York
World's Fair 1939" along with 4 signatures (under the glaze) and their titles (President of American
potter, etc.) on the back. Pictures a man making a pot on the face of the plate. Size: 7 1/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with a few scratches and one small black spot on the edge.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 457 - The American Potter dish "Summer" in blue. New York World's Fair 1940. Made by
Homer Loughlin as a (marked on back) "Joint Exhibit of Capital and Labor", "The American Potter"
Exhibit. This is the "Summer" season with a 2 people having a picnic under a tree (they made a set of
4 - one for each season). Size: 4 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fair, there is a chip under the rim and a
hairline from it to almost to the center of the bowl.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 458 - "Cork Coasters Imprinted with Trylon & Perisphere" in the original box with original
holder. The Holder looks like 2 ships wheels with blue handles on an orange base. The front of the
base is marked in silver "New York World's Fair" with a license number and a small T&P. The 4
coasters have "New York World's Fair" & "Theme Building" around the edge and picture the T&P in
the center. Colors are blue and orange on a cork background. The box is printed in blue. Size: Box is
4 1/4" wide by 4 7/16" high by 1 7/8" deep. The coasters are 3 1/2" diameter. The holder stands 4"
tall. Condition: Box Very Good, has damage (no top flap and tears) and stains. Holder is Very Fine.
Coasters are Very Good to Fine with varying degrees of damage.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 459 - Pair of Commercial Automobile License Plates. The plates are marked in black on
yellow "New York World's Fair 1939", "COM", "133-916". Size: 16" wide by 6 1/8" high.
Condition: Very Good, they both have rust and a couple of extra holes near the edge (remember,
these plates were on a car for a whole year).
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 460 - SyrocoWood tie rack. It pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and has 2 holes for hanging
and a place to hang 3 ties on each side. There is a space in the middle behind the T&P to put a brush
or something. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 4 7/8" high by 2 1/8" deep. Condition: Very Fine with a little
wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 461 - Pocket Mirror with the back being a reverse painted frame in blue, orange and silver with
the Trylon and Perisphere on it and "New York World's Fair", "1939", "1940" and an oval opening
with a black and white photo of a very happy fair visitor. This is a very uncommon souvenir. Size: 2
1/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Fine, the orange strip on the left side is flaking and some color
is missing and so is some of the silver, but the photo is excellent. The mirror also has some silver
flaked off at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 462 - Metal Letter Opener in the shape of a dagger. In the center of the cross is the Trylon &
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939". The center on the other side pictures an American
Eagle with a shield in the center and the names of the original 13 states on ribbons around the eagle.
There are coat of arms on the blade and arrow shaped decorations. Size: 6 15/16" long by 2 3/8"
wide. Condition: Fine, the bottom 1 3/8" of the blade is chipped.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 463 - Pocket Knife with single blade. The sides are a plastic made to look like mother of pearl.
On one side pictures the Trylon & Perisphere printed in orange and has "New York World's Fair"
printed in blue. On the other side is the word "Minicam". Size: 3 1/8" long by 13/16" wide.
Condition: The sides are nice and clearly printed, but the exposed edge of the blade is rusted.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 464 - Pocket Knife with 2 blades. The sides are a plastic made to look like mother of pearl. On
one side pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has "Souvenir New York World's Fair" below and
"1939" above printed on it in blue. One blade is marked at the bottom "Utica Cutlery Co., Utica
N.Y." Blades open on opposite ends. Size: 3 1/8" long by 5/8" wide (closed). Condition: Very Fine
although the exposed edges of the blades have rust on them and the 'S' in Souvenir is missing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 465 - Knife with handle. On one side of the handle is pictured in blue the Trylon and
Perisphere and is written "New York". The other side is blank. Size: 6 3/4" long by 1 1/8" at the
widest. Condition: Fair, the handles are cracked and faded and the back handle is completely
discolored brown. The blade is broken at the tip and covered in rust.
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Lot # 466 - Small ceramic Lusterware watering can with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere on
one side, with "New York World's Fair" written below. Marked made in Japan on bottom Size: 4" x
5.5" Condition: Very Good with a chip in the orange luster (on the top opposite the T&P side) that
has been touched up in a matching color (possibly at the factory) and a hair line crack in the side
below the chip.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

Lot # 467 - Round Copper dish with hand hammered looking edge and in the center is the Trylon and
Perisphere with "Gardens on Parade 1939" written around it. On the back it is stamped "T. Preston
Solid Copper, Stratford, Conn." The copper is blackened for effect. Size: 2 7/8" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 468 - Small Red Plastic sew on button in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. "1939" is
written in the Perisphere and "New York World's Fair" underneath. Size: 5/8" wide by 9/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 469 - Blue handkerchief with embroidered Trylon and Perisphere with "World's Fair 1939
N.Y." above. It is still in its original plastic package. Size: Unopened: 6 3/8" by 6 1/4". Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 470 - Lace hankie with "New York World's Fair 1939" and Trylon & Perisphere. Size: 11"
wide by 12" long. Condition: Extremely fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 471 - 1939 New York World's Fair Multicolor picture on cardboard "New York World's Fair
Scene at Night". This picture is "Compliments of Oakite Products, Inc. New York". Self framed
picture of Trylon and Perisphere with several buildings in the background. Size: 8 inches wide by 10
inches high. Condition: Fine overall, with bright colors, and with a thumbtack hole near the top and
bottom and some edge wear and corner damage and a scratch near the top hole. Still it is quite
attractive.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 472 - Package of 25 napkins. Each napkin Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York
World's Fair" in the border. The colors are 3 shades of blue and orange. When you open the napkins
they picture different buildings on each corner and the border runs all the way around the napkin.
These napkins are still on the original cardboard and have a little of the original plastic wrapping left.
Size: 6 3/4" by 6 7/8" by 3/4" thick. When opened each napkin is 13 1/2" by 13". Condition: Very
Fine, but all the napkins are browned from age and several are creased and a few have holes.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 10

Lot # 473 - "Souvenir Door Knocker" on the original card. The knocker has a round back that has
"New York World's Fair" around the edge and "1940" down the center. The knocker part has a cut
out and raised Trylon and Perisphere. A very unusual souvenir. Size: Card is 3" high by 2 1/8" wide.
Knocker: 1 3/8" wide by 2" high. Condition: Very Fine overall with wear and tin pest.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 474 - Pair of Brass Bookends "Christian Science Building", "New York World's Fair", "1939".
These are flat metal with the shape of the pavilion cut out and drawn in at the top of each bookend.
Size: 4 1/8" tall by 5" wide by 2" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40
Lot # 475 - Box of sewing thread with needles and a blue plastic thimble. On the top of the box is a
gold and orange sticker that pictures the Trylon & Perisphere and has "New York World's Fair" on it.
Inside the lid is printed in blue, orange and white: "New York World's Fair 1939", "J. & P. Coats
Sewing & Mending Companion". The T&P are also pictured on the inside lid. There are 24 threads,
2 needles and 1 thimble. The contents have never been used. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 3 1/2" deep by 7/8"
thick. Condition: Excellent except the aprons on the size and front of the top are separated.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 476 - Pocket Sun Dial. Orient the dial so the compass is pointing North, raise the Stylus in the
center to the proper height (using the marks on the side) based on the Latitude of your location. Now
where the shadow falls will indicate the correct time. There is a type written instruction sheet from
the manufacturer in the box. " Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Mint in the original box.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50
Lot # 477 - Metal Tray with raised images of "Dupont Chemistry Bldg." and the Trylon & Perisphere
with "New York World's Fair 1939." above. There are raised flowers on the border. Size: 5" wide by
3 9/16" high. Condition: Very Good with stains in the field.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$ 12

$ 12

$ 15

$1

Lot # 478 - Black and white photo of a man and woman in metal frame with "Panorama of the New
York World's Fair 1940" printed on the back in black and white. Made by "International Mutoscope
Reel Co., Inc. Long Island City, New York." Size: 2 9/16" by 3 1/16". Condition: Very Fine with
some corrosion on the frame.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 479 - Tin toy saxophone noise maker. The large end has an embossed logo with the Trylon and
Perisphere and "New York World's Fair 1940" along with a small copyright on it. Blow into it and it
makes a noise. Size: 4 1/2" from end to end. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 480 - Address book with celluloid covers. The cover is orange with "New York World's Fair
1939" at top with a round bubble in the center and a paper insert picturing the Trylon and Perisphere
with stars in the sky and spot lights. The back cover is just plain black. Inside are several pages with
tabs on the side with letters on them and each page has "Name and Address" above one column and
"Phone no." above the other. Size: 3" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Very Good, the cover is
warped and some of the letter tabs are missing.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 481 - Round embroidered cloth patch, orange stitching on a blue background of the Trylon &
Perisphere with "1940" above. Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 482 - "Boy Scouts of America", "Service Camp" round embroidered cloth patch. In the center
is a Trylon & Perisphere, Boy Scout in uniform and eagle and a few tents along with "New York
World's Fair 1939". Colors are blue, white, brown and orange. Size: 3 1/16" diameter. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 483 - Libbey World's Fair Tumblers picturing in green the "Cosmetics Building". Printed
around the bottom in red is "New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 5 1/4" tall and 2 3/4" diameter at
the top. Diameter at the bottom is 2 3/8". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 484 - Drinking Glass in blue around top "Section of the Court of States" and "New York
World's Fair 1939" around the bottom. Buildings and flags are pictured in blue, red, yellow and
green along with the Trylon & Perisphere. Size: 4 5/8" tall by 2 5/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with a couple of light scratches.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 485 - Clear juice size, glass with blue embossed design of trylon and perisphere on one side
Condition: Very Good - small scratches in glass
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 486 - Large cast metal Ashtray in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere. Condition: Good some wear to finish with bronze coloring showing through, mainly around edges and in back
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 487 - Figural Trylon & Perisphere marked around the base "World's Fair 1939 New York".
This is made out of pot metal with a brass finish. Size: 3 1/2" tall by 1 3/4" diameter base. Condition:
Very Good with wear and discoloration to finish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 488 - Figural 2 piece Salt and Pepper Shakers, where one piece is the Trylon and the other is
the Perisphere. Around the base of the Trylon is "New York World's Fair". Size: Trylon is 4" tall.
Perisphere is apx. 2" tall. Condition: Fine with some silvering missing from both pieces.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 489 - Clothes brush enclosed in a leather pouch. The front is marked "New York World's Fair"
and shows the Trylon and Perisphere and a copyright statement. Size: 5 1/4" high by 3 1/4" at the
widest. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 490 - Personal care zippered Leather case with a comb, razor and blade and nail file. The top of
the case pictures the Trylon & Perisphere with "Theme Center" written below and "Souvenir New
York World's Fair" in silver. In a plain cardboard box, may not be the original box (not pictured).
Size: 7 3/4" wide 2 3/4" wide by 1" thick. Condition: Very Fine with 3 dark spots on the leather.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 491 - Sugar Cube in paper wrapper "Brazilian Pavilion" on one side, "New York World's Fair
1940" on the edge and "Drink Brazil Coffee" on the other side. Size: 1 1/4" by 3/4" by 3/8".
Condition: Very Fine with aging of the paper and a light brown spot.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 492 - Miniature "book" w/metal front cover with raised image of image of trylon and
perisphere and orange paint wood back cover; hinged front cover opens and inside is fold-out pages
w/12 images of Fair bldgs.; 1939 Size: 1.25" x 1" x .25" Condition: Very good - small chip in wood
spine, minor wear to images along the folds.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 493 - One multicolored tin lithographed Coaster marked "New York World's Fair" and "Trylon
& Perisphere". Size: 3 1/8" diameter. Condition: Fine with crazing overall, wear on the high ridges
and brown spot at 9 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 494 - Bracelet with 7 sections each picturing a different buildings: Trylon & Perisphere with
"World's Fair N.Y." underneath, "Textile", "Transportation", "Aviation", "Administration", "Marine"
& "Communications". Size: 7" long by 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a little wear to the high
spots and some edge damage.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30
Lot # 495 - Bracelet with Enameled Letters and disk hanging from the chain. The letters in blue
enamel spell "N", "Y", "F", "A", "I", "R" and the disk pictures the Trylon in blue and the Perisphere
in orange with a white background and "1939 New York World's Fair" above and "A1655" below.
Size: 7 1/4" long. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40
Lot # 496 - Metal bracelet with a brass wash. Has embossed picture of the "Trylon & Perisphere"
with "New York World's Fair" above in the center section. Around the sides are the "Marine
Transport Bldg", "Communications Bldg.", "Parachute Jump" & "Cosmetics Bldg.". This is a one
piece bracelet that slips over your wrist. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 2 1/16" by 3/4" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a light age toning.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

$ 15

$ 10

Lot # 497 - Brass colored bracelet in the design of a belt with a clasp in the front. The sides have a
flower design. In the center of the buckle is a brass disk with the Trylon & Perisphere and "World's
Fair", "New York" & "1940" in blue enamel. Size: 2 7/16" diameter by 1" wide. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a few scratches on the buckle and a few light age/rub spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 498 - Silver Colored Adjustable ring with a disk on the front. "New York World's Fair 1939"
around the edge and the center has the Trylon and Perisphere. Size: Ring opening is apx. 3/4"
diameter, the disk on the front is 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 499 - Brass Ring with oval front that pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York
World's Fair" around the top and "1939" at the bottom. Size: Front is 7/8" high by 5/8" wide. Ring is
adjustable and is 7/8" wide by 1". Condition: Extremely Fine with slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 500 - Adjustable Brass ring that has a design in the front with "New York World's Fair" around
the edge and the center has "1939" and the Trylon and Perisphere. Next to the design on both sides
are American Eagles. There is also blue and orange enamel on the center, but it is worn. Size: Ring is
apx. 3/4" diameter, and the front decoration is 9/16" diameter. Condition: Fine, at least half the
enamel on the front is missing.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 501 - Button with hanging ribbon for (on button) "AECT", "CIO" and on the ribbon "Day at
the New York World's Fair", "Sept. 16, 1939" with the Trylon and Perisphere. Size: 4 3/4" high by 1
5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine because there is a wear hole about 1/2" long where it is creased
above 'Day" and the ribbon is darkened from age. Still very uncommon.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 502 - Button with medal hanging on an orange and blue ribbon. The button pictures the Trylon
& Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the top edge and "1939" next to the Trylon. The
medal is a bronze Spinner Medal with the obverse showing the Trylon and Perisphere in center and
rays of light coming from behind it and with "In 1939/New York/World's Fair" at the top. On the
reverse side is printed "Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary/George Washington's Inauguration" with
a picture of the inauguration. Size: Medal is 1 1/4" diameter. Button is 1 1/4" diameter. Overall
length is 3 3/4". Condition: Overall Extremely Fine with a couple of spots on the medal and one edge
of the button is separated from the holder (but it looks as made - a small manufacturing defect).~
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 503 - Bakelite Broach with an orange bar at the top and hanging below is a 8 sided (diamond
shaped) black piece with a round disk attached. The disk silver colored with orange and blue enamel.
Around its outer edge is "New York World's Fair" and in the center is the Trylon and Perisphere and
"1939". Size: 1 7/16" wide by 2 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 504 - "Billy Rose's Aquacade" Pin on the original card. Card also pictures Trylon and
Perisphere with "New York" in one corner and "World's Fair" in the other. "G.N. Co. Product" as
well as 'gold plated" and license info are printed in blue on the card. The pin has blue and red enamel
on the shield with "Aquacade" written on the blue side and "New York World's Fair" on the red side.
Dividing the 2 parts is the image of a girl diving. The outside of the pin is a ships wheel. Size: Card:
3 1/8" wide by 3 9/16" high. Pin is 1" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine overall with 2 extra hole sin
the card and the writing on the bottom of the pin looks worn, but that was how it was made.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 505 - Pin with a reverse painted glass bead with white image of Trylon and Perisphere and red
"1939 N.Y.W.F." on a blue background in the center. The bead is surrounded by a swirling brass
metal with a pin in the back for wearing. Size: 1 3/4" across and 1 7/8" high. Condition: Very Fine
because there is discoloration at the end of the swirl. (this might cleanup).
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25
Lot # 506 - 2 part pin connected by a chain. One part is a small round gold colored pin with raised
image of Trylon and Perisphere in front of a building and the sunrise and "New York World's Fair"
above and 1939 below. On the reverse side is stamped "Official". At the other end of the chain is a
cut out number "39". Both ends have pins on the back. Size: Disk is 9/16" diameter. Overall length is
2 1/4". Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15
Lot # 507 - Brass Pin in the shape of a woman's hand with an enamel disk hanging from it. The
enamel disk has a Trylon & Perisphere inside the blue enamel and "New York World's Fair" in red
enamel with "1939". Size: Hand is 1 3/8" long. 1 1/8" from pinky to bottom of disk. Condition: Very
Fine with some darkening and age toning on the disk.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 20

$8

$5

$8

Lot # 508 - Oval Brass Pin with raised Trylon and Perisphere in front of a building and the sun rise.
Above is "New York World's Fair", and below is "©NYWF". Around the edge is a filigreed
decoration. Size: 1 1/8" high by 1" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a little tarnishing.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 509 - Brass Pin with Trylon and Perisphere inside 6 sided frame. The Perisphere opens to
reveal a place for a small photo. The 6 sided frame is covered with blue enamel. Under the T&P is
"© New York World's Fair NYWF". Size: 1 13/16" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Fine with some
enamel wear, especially to the top edge as well as the side and bottom and age toning to the brass
surfaces.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 510 - Bakelite Stick pin in red with the Trylon and Perisphere (Perisphere is a white bead) and
the words "New York World's Fair". The back is marked with "molded on H-P-M injection machine
made by Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co. Bakelite trade mark". Size: 1 1/4" wide and 2 3/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a slight nick at the top.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 511 - Oval silver metal pin with round disc in middle; disc has trylon and perisphere in center
with blue enamel background and orange ring around edge; 1939 Size: 1.25" x .5" Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 512 - 2 piece pin. One part is a small round brass pin with "N.Y. World's Fair" around the edge
and a cut out Trylon and Perisphere in the center. The other part, connected by a brass chain is a
small thermometer. Size: Overall length 3 7/8", the round pin is 5/8" diameter. Condition: The
thermometer is broken otherwise it would be Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 513 - Trylon & Perisphere pin on Original Card. Card reads "Souvenir Jewelry", "New York
World's Fair" in white on an orange background with a small picture of the T&P. License info at the
bottom. The pin is rhinestone with blue and green enamel. The base of the pin reads "N.Y. World's
Fair 1939". Size: Card: 2 3/4" wide by 3 1/4" high. Pin is 2 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine
with some bends to the card a little wave to the Trylon, otherwise beautiful.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 514 - Button for "Brooklyn Civic Day", "New York 1939 World's Fair". In the center is "from
Brooklyn and Proud of IT". The outside is colored orange on gray and the center is gray on orange
background. This button is larger than most buttons. Size: 3 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine
with light surface scratches and soiling.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 10

Lot # 515 - Orange Celluloid Button for "York Safe & Lock Co. Day Aug. 10." picturing Trylon &
Perisphere and marked "New York world's Fair 1940". Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely
Fine with light surface scratches.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$9

Lot # 516 - Brass Medal Spinner in original holder and original plastic packaging. The holder has
"New York World's Fair Coin" written in white on a blue background. The medal is in a hole which
makes it the Perisphere and the picture of the Trylon is next to it. At the bottom in blue writing on a
red background is "Rose Gold Finish". On the front of the medal is the Trylon and Perisphere with
clouds and stars in the background and around edge "New York World's Fair." On the reverse side is
the "Communications Bldg". Size: Medal is 1 1/4" diameter. The card is 2 1/4" wide by 3" high.
Condition: Excellent with a few scattered brown spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 517 - Copper Medal with the "Contemporary Arts Building" pictured on one side and the
Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair" around the edge pictured on the other side.
Size: 3/4" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with light wear and age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 518 - "Music Hall" medal with building on one side and Trylon and Perisphere with and "New
York World's Fair" on the other side. Size: 7/8 inch diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with nice
detail and some age toning.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 519 - 1.25" diameter bronze coin. Front has the Trylon and Perisphere in center and rays of
light coming from behind it and with "In 1939/New York/World's Fair" at the top. On the reverse
side is printed "Souvenir of the 150th Anniversary/George Washington's Inauguration" with a picture
of the inauguration. Condition: Fair, Some tarnish, mainly around the outside rim. Dark, sticky
material on small areas on both sides of the coin.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 520 - 1" diameter gold colored coin. On the front is the Trylon and Perisphere with rays of
light from behind and in the upper right printed "In 1939/New York/World's Fair." On the reverse
side is a can of Kendall's Motor Oil in the center with "Guaranteed 100 Bradford Grade/Pennsylvania
Oil/Good Luck" around the outside. Condition: Good, Red marks on front.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 521 - "American Art Today" hardbound book of "Gallery of American Art Today New York
World's Fair", "Published by National Art Society". This 342 page book is filled with hundreds of
pictures of paintings, sculptures and graphic arts. There is an introduction written by Grover Whalen
and an index in the back. A wonderful reference of the art at the fair. Size: 9 3/16" wide by 12" high.
Condition: Very Fine, there is some staining on the first and last pages (and at the binding on the last
few pages) and a little wear on the covers.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 50

$ 15

Lot # 522 - Program for 1940 version of "Billy Rose's Aquacade" at the Fair. Content includes
information about the performers and production crews as well as the production itself. Includes
several black and white photos and several advertisements. Front cover has a full-color graphic
image of the Aquacade on a white background with a female performer in a swimsuit in the
foreground. 32 pages Condition: Excellent, Extremely minor surface dirt and wear throughout. Pages
are slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 523 - "Official Guide Book" Second Edition, 1939; includes maps, photos and descriptions of
the areas of the Fair; 256 p. Condition: Good - some wear and creases to covers; adhesive holding
spine covering to book has come off, leaving the front and spine covers separated from the book,
back cover is still attached
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 524 - "Yale in the World of Tomorrow" Folder with Trylon and Perisphere on front cover and
half of perisphere die-cut overhanging right edge; tells history of the Yale & Towne lock company
and its exhibit at the Fair; 12 p.; 1940 Condition: Very Good - minor wear to coloring on front cover;
slight crease horizontally through center
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 525 - Pocket-size, 5 panel fold-out advertisement for the Greyhound bus tours of the Fair;
includes descriptions of 5 tours with prices; in center is map of Fair and bus stops, 1940 Condition:
Very Good - minor wear; fold through center of front
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 526 - Booklet "Firestone Builds Today the Tire of Tomorrow"; includes descriptions of
processes shown in exhibit as well as ads for various Firestone tires; 44 p.; 1939 Condition: Very
Good - minor wear; slightly yellowed
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 527 - "Futurama" Booklet, 24 p. promotion for the attraction in the General Motors Bldg.
including b&w images; 1940 Condition: Very Good, Very good - minor wear around edges; crease
in upper right corner of front cover
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 528 - "U.S. Camera: World's Fair Issue" Magazine, No. 5, August 1939 Issue. Front cover has
a black and white photo of the Helicline and the Trylon and Perisphere, red border at the top with
white lettering. Content includes many articles, photos and advertisements about photography. Each
article pertains to some aspect of the fair. 80 pages. Condition: Good, Some loss and adhesive-type
residue on front cover. Wear to the edges. Interior in very good condition.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 529 - "New York World's Fair/The World of Tomorrow" booklet; contains b&w photos of
grounds; no text other than labels Condition: Very Good - ink date on front cover; crease in back
cover
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 530 - "Booklet from "The land Columbus loved most...The Dominican Republic at the New
York World's Fair 1939" with a picture of Columbus and the Trylon and Perisphere on the cover.
This 30 page booklet, written in both English and Spanish is full of pictures, information and a map
of the Dominican Republic. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11 1/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a tear in
the cover and some wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 531 - "Far Eastern Trade" magazine. "Pictures large Trylon and Perisphere behind the Japanese
pavilion with "World's Fair Souvenir Number" written up the side. The are stars with trailers in the
sky. The colors of the cover are Light and dark blue, orange, purple, yellow and red. Inside are over
60 pages of stories: "Friendship", "Where Japan Meets America", "They shall have Music", "Meet
the Geisha" and many more; Photos of Japan and Japanese Life. There are several pages at the end of
advertisements. No mention of the Japanese Military is made in this publication. Size: 8 1/2" wide by
11 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with some damage to the right edge of the cover and near the left
side of the cover. A couple of pages inside have a few small stains.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 532 - Booklet "The Story Behind the World's Largest Store Counter"; advertising for Wrigley's
Gum along with explanation of counter concept for exhibit at the Fair; 10 p.; 1939 Size: 7" x 5"
Condition: Very Fine, a little wear and slight edge damage.
Estimate: $ 7 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 533 - Booklet "A Guide Book to New York and the World's Fair Compliments of The
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States", "Meet me at the Garden of Security". This
118 page booklet with blue cover with orange lettering contains loads of information and pictures
about the city and the fair. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine because there is a stain on
the back cover and the bottom of the back page.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 534 - "Combination Book of Souvenir Tickets" from "New York World's Fair 1939" Trylon
and Perisphere, New York Skyline and "April 30 to October 31". Price $ 3.75 with $ 5.40 worth of
tickets. 5 ticket stubs. The booklet number is "179055". Size: 5 7/8" wide by 2 7/8" high. Condition:
Fine, some writing on the back and some red staining on the front and back of the staple end.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 535 - Envelope Cover for the "Last Day of Service, October 27,1940, New York Worlds Fair,
Railway Post Office Car Exhibit". Features the 1939 NY postage Stamp Cancelled on that date at the
"R.P.O." (the Railway Post Office) and "New York World's Fair". Also has names of Supervisor,
bosses and clerks in the P.O. Station. The envelope has not been opened, and I believe there is a post
card inside (you can see the top of the card thru the back of the envelope. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 3 5/8"
high. Condition: Excellent, with dark lines on the back from the glue holding the envelope together.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

$3

Lot # 536 - Brochure of "Pan American Union", "New York World's Fair". This folder has
information about "The American Republics" and the "animated relief map" that are in the exhibit.
Opens to show their building in Washington and has information on what this organization does for
the 21 countries that are members. Size: closed: 3 3/4" wide by 8 5/8" high. open: 15" wide by 8 5/8"
high. Condition: Very Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 537 - Red and Black Folder for the "Y.M.C.A.", "New York World's Fair 1940" with Trylon
and Perisphere and a picture of the pavilion on the cover. Open up the 3 page folder and there is a
map of the fair grounds where the buildings are all represented in 3D drawings. There are also
pictures of 4 Y's around the city and copy describing the Y. Size: Closed 6" wide by 8 3/4" high.
Open: 18" wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Fine with a stain on one of the folds (top of the map) and
was folded in the middle and general wear. Still a nice addition to any collection that needs it.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 538 - Folder "See the World's Fair New York City 1939 .. and the Eastern United States"...
"with all your Hotel Accommodations Secured in Advance". Printed by "American Hotels Corp." On
the cover is the Trylon and Perisphere and it opens up to show a map of the Northeastern US from
Grand Rapids Michigan to Boston. It also gives detailed information about 6 hotels in New York
City. Size: Closed: 4" by 9 1/8" Open: 16" wide by 9 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 539 - Folder for "Wilkes-Barre Pennsylvania Center of beautiful Wyoming Valley." Stamped
underneath is "Exhibit of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania New York World's Fair". In side is a
drawing of the Trylon and Perisphere and in the Perisphere is written "Visit Wyoming Valley on
your way to and from the World's Fair". Size: closed: 3 5/8" wide by 8 5/8" high. Open: 10 3/4" wide
by 16 7/8" high. Condition: Fine, there are a few tears and bends at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 540 - Folder "See the Hit Show at the Fair Railroads on Parade". Open it once and it shows
pictures from the live stage show. Open it again and it contains a map of the fairgrounds with the
outlines of each building and a red line from the gate to the Railroads on Parade show. Size: Closed:
3 7/16" wide by 7 7/8" high. Fully Open: 15 1/2" wide by 10 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 541 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Transportation Building - Rocket Port" and on
the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-10". Reverse marked "Officially Licensed by New
York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 ½” by 3 ½”.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 542 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Jewish Palestine Pavilion" and on the bottom
"New York World's Fair" and "A-62". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially Licensed
by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide
by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine with a bend at the bottom center and slight damage to all corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 543 - Postcard with color image of the "Pennsylvania Building" and on the bottom "New York
World's Fair" and "A-15". This card is used and cancelled New York World's Fair 1940". The back
is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho
Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight wear
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 544 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Men's Apparel Quality Guild Exhibit
Building" and on the bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-9". Reverse marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C."
Size: 5 ½” by 3 ½”. Condition: Very Fine with some corner damage and a couple of tiny edge spots.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 545 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Food Building Number Three" and on the
bottom "New York World's Fair" and "A-32". This card is unused. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed by New York World's Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5
1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 546 - Unused Postcard with color image of "The Firestone Tire and Rubber Company
Building, New York World's Fair". The number "8A-H1623" is in the lower right hand corner. The
back is marked Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Curtteich & co., Chicago" Size: 5
9/16" by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely fine with very light age browning
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 547 - Unused Postcard with Black and white photo image of "Administration Building",
"N.Y.W.F. 1939". It also has the number "60F" in top left corner. The back is marked "Officially
Licensed" and the card was made by "Manhattan Post Card Publishing Co., Inc N.Y.C." This card is
unused. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with very slight damage to 2
corners.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6
Lot # 548 - Unused Postcard with color image of "The British Pavilion" with the portraits of the
King and Queen. Blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "Greetings from New York
World's Fair" at the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn
N.Y.". Size: 5 7/16" by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with 2 corners a little damaged.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

$1

$1

$1

Lot # 549 - Used Postcard with color image of "102 - Section of the Colonial Court of States."
Around the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "Greetings from New
York World's Fair" at the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y.". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with damage to 2 corners.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5
Lot # 550 - Unused Postcard with color image of "General View Firestone Factory and Exhibition
Building, New York World's Fair". The back is captioned "World's Most Modern Tire Factory". The
card is "Copyright 1939, The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (551 to 558)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 551 - Ladies brooch of a sailboat with green sails on the original card with the original plastic
package. On the sail it reads "San Francisco Bay", "Golden Gate International Exposition 1939". The
card pictures fair building, flags and a plane in the sky. On the card it reads "Authorized Souvenir
Golden Gate International Exposition on San Francisco Bay", "Ladies Brooch" with license info.
Size: Card is 2 1/ 2" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Pin is Mint, Card is Near Mint because it is a
little warped, the plastic cover has a couple of small edge tears.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 552 - Metal Clip with attached round brass disk with "Golden Gate International Exposition"
around the edge and in the center is "1939", "San Francisco" above the tower, bridge and sun. Size:
Disk is 1 1/4" diameter, the clip is 3 1/8" long by 1/2" wide.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$5

Lot # 553 - Compact in copper metal with the logo disk on the top picturing the tower of light with
"Golden Gate Exposition", "1939" on it. The bottom pictures a rose under plastic. Inside is a sticker
that states "Genuine Hand Painted Cloisonne Enamel by Elgin American". Inside is also etched "K.S.
to L.S." Size: 2 1/2" by 2 1/2". Condition: Very Fine with some surface scratches and no powder
puff.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 554 - White Ladies Compact with the logo disk on the top picturing the tower of light with
"Golden Gate Exposition", "1939" on it. The back is just white. Size: 2 1/16" wide by 1 3/4".
Condition: Very Good, it has paint missing from the corners and in spots and it is dirty. There is no
powder puff.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 555 - Metal box with bird's eye view image on top and on the sides 2 views of SF, Golden Gate
Bridge and Oakland Bridge with Treasure Island in the background. Top has "Golden Gate
International Exposition 1939" above image and "San Francisco" below". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2 3/4"
deep by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Good because the top hinge is broken and the top is disconnected,
also the top is worn.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 556 - "Famous Guide to San Francisco and the World's Fair", "for Visitors and San
Franciscans" for 25 cents. The red, white, blue and yellow cover picture several images of SF and the
inside is filled with 143 pages of things to do and see in SF. There are only a few pages on the Fair.
Size: 5 1/16" wide by 7 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with slight damage to the spine.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 557 - Brass Ring with 2 enameled disks in the front. Bottom disk pictures buildings in the
center with "1939" above and "Golden Gate International Exposition" around the edge with a fish on
the bottom. There is red coloring on the disk. Top disk is black with a building, planet and an eagle.
Size: the 2 disks are 13/16" by 3/8". The ring is apx. 13/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine because
a little of the red color is missing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 558 - Pocket knife with 2 blades. The sides are plastic made to look like mother of pearl. One
side has printed on it "Golden Gate International Exposition San Francisco Bay" with the bridge
pictured below and "19" on the left of the bridge and "39" on the right. The knife was made by
"Colonial Prov. R.I.". Size: 3 1/8" long by 3/4" wide. Condition: Good with worn lettering, rust on
the outer edge of the blades and the point of the long blade filed down.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$5

$2

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (559 to 560)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 559 - "Official Guide to the Brussels World Exhibition 1958". This soft cover guidebook,
written in English contains 336 pages of information about the fair. Every other page appears to be
an advertisement which increases its worthiness as a period piece from the 50's. Excellent
documentation from the first European World's Fair after WWII. Size: 7 7/8" wide by 5 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine there is some damage to the cover and some staining on the inside front page.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 560 - Matchbook cover (no matches) for "Exposition de Bruxelles", "1958" with the fair logo
on the cover. Size: 4 3/8" long by 1 5/8" wide. Condition: Very Fine with a couple of light brown
lines.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (561 to 563)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 561 - "Automatic Orbit Kalculator" in original mailing envelope. This item contains a map of
the world (3 full maps) under a plastic cover. Underneath the cover is a plastic sheet that slides left
and right that has a sign wave on it and an equator line. Slide this sheet back and forth and it shows
you the orbit of the Mercury Space Capsule as it travels around the globe. This item was made by
"Wolf R&D Corp. Boston, Mass." The envelope is marked "Century 21 Seattle" and pictures the
space needle. Size: 14" wide by 5" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There are a few stains on the
envelope and it is addressed but unmailed.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 562 - "Official Guide Book Seattle World's Fair 1962". This soft cover guidebook contains 192
pages of everything you would ever want or need to know about the fair. There are also many
wonderful advertisements in the 60's design. Size: 5" wide by 7" high. Condition: Fine because there
is some paper loss to the cover and little spine damage.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 563 - Postcard with color photo-image of (marked on back) "International Fountain", "Seattle
World's Fair" pictures the "International Fountain" at night with the Space Needle and buildings in
the background. On back it is marked "Seattle World's Fair" with logo and "Color Photo by Max R.
Jensen". Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Very Fine with a little corner damage and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1964-65 New York World's Fair (564 to 606)
With the theme "Peace Through Understanding" the fair was intended to promote Peace.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 564 - Enameled Shield of the "Unisphere" with white continents with blue and orange behind.
At the top is "New York World's Fair" in front of a black background. There is a rubber gasket
around and behind it. Size: 3 3/8" high by 2 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent with a light scratching
on the silver edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 565 - "Post Cards by Dexter on Sale Here" Poster. This poster was located where the postcards
were sold. Across the top is written "Official New York 1964 1965 World's Fair Post Cards". 8
different postcards are pictured on the poster including Ford, Vatican, GM, Monorail, New York
State, Unisphere, Sudan and the Heliport. Size: 17" wide by 18 5/8" high. Condition: Unused and
Extremely Fine with 2 tears in the top (longest is 5/8") and a little damage to the corners. The colors
and images are bright.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 566 - Blue Molded Triceratops from "Sinclair Dinoland", "New York World's Fair 1964 65".
This figurine toy was molded in a machine at the fair for 25 cents. Size: 7 1/4" long by 3 1/4" high.
Condition: Fine although the horns are not completely formed (which happened often when these
were made and does affect the value), there is a hole between the eyes and there is a small hole in the
top of one foot.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25
Lot # 567 - "Coins of the World by U.S. coin Corp.". In side are 5 coins in a plastic case "U.S. Mint
Set 1964" with "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Hall of Education" written on an orange and blue
card that has cut out with the coins placed in them. The set includes a penny, nickel, dime, quarter
and half dollar. The dime, quarter and half dollar are silver coins (the last year the US made silver
coins). The box is also marked "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Hall of Education". Size: 3
3/8" by 4 1/4" by 5/16" thick. Condition: Coins are Excellent with a little age toning, there is a crack
in the plastic case otherwise it is very fine with small light marks and the box is extremely fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$7

$ 10

Lot # 568 - Pot Metal replica of the Santa Maria. The boat is painted in a muted gold color. The base
in the back is etched "World's Fair". I believe it is from the 1964 fair because a replica of the Santa
Maria was docked in the Amusement Area and could be toured for a small admission fee. Size: 4"
wide by 3 1/16" high by 1 1/16" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 569 - Large Pencil with the "Unisphere", "Electric Power and Light", "Solar Fountain", "Swiss
Sky Ride", "General Motors" pictured on an orange background. "1964 - New York World's Fair 1965" is written in large letters across the pencil. The original tassel is hanging from the eraser end.
Size: 10" long by 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, the eraser is unused but has age cracks
and the point end is unevenly cut.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 570 - Perpetual Calendar with Round Top that is lithographed on both sides with the orange
and blue Unisphere in the center and "1964 - New York World's Fair - 1965" around the edge and
near the bottom is where the date number drops down. As you turn the top over, a new date number
slips into the slot increasing the date by 1. The month and day of the week are set in the base. It has
the original sticker on the bottom and is stamped "Made in Japan" on the back side. Size: 3" tall by 2
1/4" wide by 1 15/16" deep. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 571 - Bronze Medal. On the front it says "The 300th Anniversary of the Founding of the city of
New York 1664-1964". Crest shows an eagle, Indian and Pioneer and says "SIGILLUMCIVITATIS-NOVI-EBORACI". Back says "Man's Achievements in an Expanding Universe, New
York World's Fair 1964-65" and shows the Unisphere with North and South America. On the edge is
written "(c) 1961 New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Corporation", "Unisphere presented by United
States Steel" and in tiny letters "Medallic Art Co. N.Y. Bronze". Size: 2 3/4" diameter, 1/8" thick at
edge. Condition: Very Fine with some dents on the edge.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 572 - Towel with yellow, red, black and blue printing picturing New York State, Johnson Wax,
Hall of Science and the Unisphere. "Peace Through Understanding" and "1964-1965", "New York
World's Fair". Size: 29" long by 17 5/8" wide. Condition: Fine with couple of small brown spots, and
a few thread pulls.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 573 - Glass "World's Fair New York 1964-1965" in blue and Orange writing. Other side
pictures Wendy and Peter holding balloons with the Unisphere in the center again they are in orange
and blue. Marked Copyright 1963 NYWF. Size: 5 3/4 inches tall by 2 7/8 inches diameter at the top.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 574 - Glass picturing the "Hong Kong Pavilion" and kites, fireworks and flags. Marked "New
York World's Fair 1964-65" around the bottom along with the copyright statement in small letters.
Size: 5 3/8" tall, 3" diameter at top. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 575 - Matchbook with blue and orange "Unisphere" pictured on the cover and on the back
cover "New York World's Fair 1964-1965", "Come to the Fair!". Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1 15/16" long.
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 576 - Metal lithographed fold over tab pin "I Have Seen The Future", "General Motors
Futurama". This pin was given to everyone who road the GM ride at the fair. Size: 1 1/2" wide by 1
5/16" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 577 - Wooden Coaster with decal on the bottom. The decal has "1964 - New York World's Fair
- 1965" at the top. In the field there is the "Unisphere" in the center with 6 pavilions around it. Size:
3 3/8" diameter. Condition: Fine, with a little wear and discoloration on the decal.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 578 - Spain Pavilion Guide Book. "Official Catalogue Guide", "Pavilion of Spain", "New York
World's Fair". This is a thick paperback book that has English from one side and Spanish from the
other. When you flip the book over from the top, the other side opens in the correct fashion
containing the other language version. The first 72 pages on each side are information about the
pavilion, the history of Spain, their government system, their businesses and more. The center
section, "The Graphic Section contains photos of the principle products shown in the Pavilion of
Spain with the name of the manufacturers.", has over 100 black and white photos of wonderful 60's
items being made in Spain at that time. Size: version4 15/16" wide by 8 1/2" high by 1 1/2" thick.
Condition: Fine, there are tears in the cover and a piece is missing in the upper left corner, the
binding is weak.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$5

Lot # 579 - "Offical Guide" paperback book for New York World's Fair 1964-1965 with description
of bldgs and exhibits; 312 p. Size: 8" x 5" Condition: Good - some wear and marks and small tears to
cover; pages are slightly yellowed.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 580 - "Souvenir Guide American-Israel Pavilion 50¢". Booklet of over 60 pages containing
information about Israel and its history. Also a brief history of American President and their role and
support in the creation of a Jewish Homeland. Size: 8 7/16" wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine
with wear to the cover (and a couple of light spots). A very uncommon booklet because of its high
price.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 581 - "American Airlines Guide to the "World's Fair & New York" booklet. 66 black and white
pages of information about the Fair and the host city. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 5 7/8" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a bend on one cover corner and light age browning of the pages.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 582 - "Fair-City Twin Discount Pak" booklet of 50 discount tickets given out by the "Chase
Manhattan Bank". The cover pictures the Unisphere and the New York City Skyline. The tickets give
discounts to both fair exhibits and rides and New York City sights. Size: 6 1/2" wide by 2 5/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine with some stains and bends on the cover. It appears to be complete.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 583 - "Official Preview New York World's Fair 1964/1965", "Huntley - Brinkley report on the
fair". The cover art is by Whitney Darrow Jr., the same artist who did the poster with the kids
holding the balloons with the fair logo. The first half of the booklet pictures the pavilions under
construction and a story about the building of the fair. The second half tells what you can expect to
experience in the different pavilions and contains many more drawings by Darrow. 24 pages. Size: 8
1/4" wide by 10 13/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, with light wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 584 - National Geographic Magazine from August 1963 with an article on "The Magic Worlds
of Walt Disney" which has a few pages on the development of the Lincoln and Ford rides at the 64
fair. Size: 6 7/8" wide by 10" high. Condition: Excellent and complete.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 585 - Ticket for "Official Dedication Ceremonies" in the "Reserved Section", "Sec. D 369
Entrance 5". The front of the ticket pictures the "Unisphere" in blue and orange along with "New
York World's Fair", "April 22, 1964", "11 AM", "Admit one to Singer Bowl". The back of the ticket
is blank. Size: 5 7/8" long by 2 3/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, has some corner damage and a
scratch in the field.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 586 - "Denmark Pavilion New York 1964" uncommon folder from the New Years Party that
was thrown before the fair opened. Inside is a drawing of food and a translucent paper with "We
Wish you a Happy New Year. Danish Agricultural Board" written in 4 different languages. The page
is autographed by: (Erik) Stockmann, who represented the Danish agricultural Board and Arne
Grolunr who was the designer of the inside showcases. The third signature is unknown. Size: Closed:
3 5/8" wide by 9" high. Opened: 10 3/4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Very Fine with slight folds and
age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

$4

Lot # 587 - Orange Card with "Exhibitor's Vehicle Identification", "New York World's Fair 19641965 Corporation". It states: "Permission granted to the holder of this permit and persons in his
vehicle to proceed by the most direct route from point of entrance to the Denmark (filled in blank)
site." "This card must be displayed prominently thru windshield at all times the vehicle is on the
World's Fair Site. It authorizes only travel by most direct route from point of entrance to site
specified." The card is not signed.. Size: 8 1/16" wide by 5" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12
Lot # 588 - Parking "Warning" ticket "No 3256" on bluish green stock. "New York World's Fair
Police Department Pinkerton's National Detective Agency, Inc.". "You have parked this vehicle
ILLEGALLY on property under control of the New York World's Fair Corporation." "A record of
this warning is filed in the office of the Police Department. Any further violation shall result in the
issuance of a Summons." Signed "James P Hurley", badge no "54". It has been separated at
perforations on the left side from what was most likely the half that was filed in the police office.
Size: 4 9/16" wide by 4 1/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

$4

Lot # 589 - "Souvenir Passport" of "Picturesque Belgium", "1964-65" with the official logo of the
NYWF on the cover. This passport could be stamped in each of the 124 buildings that made up the
Belgium Village at the fair. There is a place for the holders name and personal information and even
a spot for a photo. This passport has not been used. Size: 3 11/16" wide by 5 9/16" high. Condition:
Excellent, would be Mint except that the staples have rust on them.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 590 - "1965 Official Souvenir Map New York World's Fair", "New for 1965" across the front.
Open it up and it shows a drawing of every building on the grounds along with the name of the
pavilion. The other side shows a road map "Approaches to the Fair". Size: Closed: 4 7/8" wide by 9
1/ 4" high. Open: 25 1/ 2" wide by 33" high. Condition: Very Fine, some dame to the cover corners,
the inside map is near mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 591 - "Champion Driver" sticker that was given out at the "Go Karts" at the "Oregon Site N.Y.
World's Fair - 1965". The printing is black and pictures a person in a go-kart with 2 checkered flags.
The Oregon pavilion went bankrupt in 1964 and was reopened with this amusement in 1965. Size: 3
1/2" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 592 - Bumper Sticker in the shape of a pennant with "We Visited Arkansas-USA Worlds Fair
1965" in green on an day glow orange background. Size: 10" wide by 4" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine with a couple of folds. It has never been applied to anything.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10
Lot # 593 - "Japan Pavilion" folder with "The 1860's to 1960's from Feudalism to the Edge of Space"
and "Today's Product for a better tomorrow" and "New York World's Fair 1965" on the front. Inside
is a numbered floor plan of the pavilion with descriptions of each area as well as Architect and
builder information. Size: Folded 3 7/16" by 7 1/4", Opened is Apx. 19 3/4" by 14 1/2". Condition:
Mint
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8
Lot # 594 - "The Hall of Free Enterprise N.Y. World's Fair 1964-65" used a computer to print out
these answers to questions on these little forms. On the back is a solicitation for donations. Size: 3
1/2" wide by 3 1/8" high. Condition: Would be Excellent, but the printing has faded over time.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3
Lot # 595 - Autographed Business Card from "Edward C. Renfro", "Manager", "Christian Science
Pavilion", "New York World's Fair". Inscribed "Kindest regards to Andy" (that's me), "Ed Renfro".
Size: 3 1/2" wide by 2" high. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10
Lot # 596 - Ticket - Daily Pass # B 896720 for (stamped in the center) "26 AUG. 65". The ticket
gives free admission to the fair. The ticket has the Unisphere in the upper left corner and is blue and
orange on a white background. The back pictures orange Unispheres. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 7/8".
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

$3

$1

$3

$3

Lot # 597 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) a night scene of the "New
York State Pavilion". Postcard was made by "Progressive Publications Inc." "© 1964, Unofficial
Postcards" Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage to one corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 598 - Large Sized color photo postcard picturing (marked on back) "Swiss Sky Ride", "New
York World's Fair". Postcard was made by "Dexter Press Inc." "© 1964, NYWF 1964-1965
Corporation" Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Fine, damage to all corners, one is bent.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 599 - Postcard "The Wonderful World of Scouting", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965"
(marked on the back). The scouting logo is on the back twice with "Boy Scouts of America National
Supply division" written between. The card is numbered "96326-B" Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, a little damage to lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 600 - Postcard "General Foods Arch No. 1 At the World's Fair, N.Y.C." (marked on back).
Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial Reproduction" and is numbered "WF414".
Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 601 - Postcard "The American Machine and Foundry Co. Monorail At the World's Fair,
N.Y.C." (marked on back). Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial Reproduction"
and is numbered "WF421". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, the corners are
rounded, but they show a little damage and a small bend and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 602 - Postcard of the "Caribbean Pavilion" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper
left hand corner. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small letters in back is DT86857-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 603 - Postcard of the "Pavilion of Paris" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper
right hand corner. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small letters in back is DT86860-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent and unused
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 604 - Postcard of the "Pool of Reflections and the Court of Peace" (as marked on back). Insert
of Unisphere in upper left hand corner. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small
letters in back is DT-87182-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent and unused
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 605 - Postcard of the "Chrysler Corporation Exhibit" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere
in upper right hand corner. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small letters in
back is DT-88529-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight bend in lower
left corner and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 606 - Postcard of "The Rocket Thrower" (as marked on back). Insert of Unisphere in upper
right hand corner. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small letters in back is DT88524-B. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Fine, the corners were made rounded, but
these do have a little damage and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (607 to 610)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 607 - Official Poster "Expo67" picturing a flying person over buildings. At the top is
"Exposition Universelle et Internationale 1967" and "Universal and International Exhibition 1967".
Below the "Expo67" are the dates in French and English, "Montreal Canada". On the right is "Images
de l'homme", "Man the Creator". Size: 34" high by 22" wide. Condition: Very Fine with several edge
creases on the right side. The poster has strong colors (it has been rolled up in a closet for 40 years).
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 100

$ 25

Lot # 608 - Scarf with 20 multicolor pictures of Montreal and "Expo 67" written around the edge.
The tag has "Photo Printed" along with the copyright statement. Size: Open: 26 1/2" square Folded in
envelope: 7 1/2" by 7 5/8". Condition: Mint in original envelope.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 609 - Postcard with color photo image of the (marked on back) "La Ronde", the amusement
and entertainment center of Expo 67. The park was touted as one of the world's largest amusement
parks. Marked "Expo 67" with logo on front. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 610 - Postcard with color photo image of the (marked on back) "The Pavilion of the Soviet
Union". Marked "Expo 67" with logo on front. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very
Fine with slight corner damage and unused.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Category: 1968 Hemisfair (611 to 611)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 611 - "Hemisfair 1968 Official Souvenir Guidebook". This soft cover book contains 224 pages
of information including a page or more on each pavilion with color and black and white pictures.
Also has many advertisements from popular products of the day. An excellent reference for this fair.
Size: 5 3/8" wide by 8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with some usage noticeable.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: Expo 70 - Osaka Japan (612 to 612)
Picture

Description
Lot # 612 - Brass Medal in the original plastic case. The obverse pictures a man with line swirls
emanating from his arms and "Expo 70" above. Reverse: Logo in center with Japanese and English
writing above "Japan World Exposition Osaka, 1970" Size: Medal: 1 5/16" diameter. Case: 3 5/8"
square. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

Minimum
Bid

$5

